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ABSTRACT

The Chinese invasion of Tibet in October 1950 cam unexpectedly,

but it was neglected by the world. This invasion wee pitifully ignored,

and it was even shelved from being discussed in the General Assembly of

the United Nations because of Indian politics and British neglect.

Betrayed by friends and ignored by the world comminity, Tibet

offered virtually no resistance to the invasion and sued for peace. They

got peace through the Seventem-Point Agreement, and even managed to re-

tain some autonomy, but lost their independence. The rapid militarisation

of Tibet was the highlight of the Chinese occupation. Construction of

strategic roads and air bases within Tibet received priority.

These activities within Tibet were ignored by indian leaders,

who strived unusually hard to cultivate Chinese friendship and even for-

sook their treaty privileges within Tibet as a deamonstration of unilateral

gestures of friendship. India and China improved relations. Wring this

time the Indian government was satisfied with iabiguous replies from the

Chinese whenever they brought to the notice of the Chinese cartographical

mistakes in Chinemse mps. No one in India took t•e border issue seriously.

By 1954 China had completed a network of strategic roads into

and within Tibet. China had also got official recognition of her ovem-..

rueignty over Tibet by concluding a, trety with India. Then the Chinese

started voicing their claim over areas along the border which India had

always claimed and administered. The Indian Government only refuted these

charges and stuck ta its unilateral claim- once again failing to uisualize

the gravity of the problem.

_. .. .. ... - - ,,_ ]..



Late in 1954 rebellion broke out in e*stern Tibet. By 1956, Uts

rebellion reached such proportions that Chinese lines of comunication to

Tibet from Tsinghai and Scheawan provinces were alimst closed. Out of ne-

mssity the Aksai Chin Highway wms constructed and the Aksai Chin plateau

which was Indian territory, claimed as Chinese territory. The border die-

puts between India and China tutned from a verbal episode into a series

of military incidents, but Indian leaders still hoped for friendship.

The Tibetan uprising of 1959 and its rather brutal suppression

by the Chinese army had signlificant rpercussion. The Dalai Lemsand

thousands of Tibetan fled into exile to India wheMr they we"e granted po-

litical asylum. This action wa considered a hostile by the Chinese who

shed any remaining links of friendship with India and became openly hos-

tile. The border problem became the core of dispute between India and the

People's Republic of China. Both countries began to militarise their side

of the-border and established border outposts a-long the border. Within

three years, this led to a month-long border war between India and China.

The Chinese invasion of Tibet destablized the region and effects

-many nations till today. Covert support has kept the active wing of the

Tibetan resistance movtwant alive to this day, mid they still conduct op-

erations against the Chines in Tibet. However, this aspect has not been

discussed in this, thesis became most of what isi known about It in still

clmaified. The effects of covert and overt assistance to the Tibston cause-

have been felt by the nations surrounding Tibet, acutely at time.

This thesis presents objective vieiw of many people who were either

involved or witness to the Chines invasion and occupation of Tibet. It also

tras the growth and tha decline of Sino-Indian friendship in mlation to

I.•



the events in Tibet and friendship betwen China and India. An effort has

also been made to predict the future of the Sino-Indian border dispute,

and this judgement does not t"lc. into account anything beyond the normal.
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CHAPTER I

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

In the autumn of 1950, while world attention centored on the war

in Korea, the armies of Commnist China marched into Tibet. Meeting hardly

any resistance from a small untrained and ill-equipped army composed of

people whose belief in non-violence was the mainstay of their religion,

the Communist armies were quickly victorious. In May, 1951, the victor

and vanquished signed a Soventeen-Point Agreement which brought to an end

the independence of Tibet.

During the period from the beginning of the invasion to the sign-

ing of this Agreement, the Tibetan Government sent telegram informing

the governments of the United States, Great Britain, India and Nepal

about the apparent threat to its independence and of its intention to

send a delegation to each country. The United States and Great Britain

offered their sympathy and regretted that they could not help due to the
2

isolated geographical location of Tibet. The Indian Government not only

made it clear that they would give no military help, but also advised the

Tibetans not to offer any armed resistance to the Chines and to open

negotlations on the basis of the Simla Agreement, an agreement not recog-

nized by the Chinese. Nopal w= in no position to help Tibet because of
4

her own internal upheaval at that time. In desparation, finally on the

7th of Noveaber, the Tibetan Government put its cae before the United

Nations. The United Notion General Assembly decided not to consider the

question of Tibet, due primarily, mad somewhat surprisingly to British

and Indian intransigence, and yet these nations were the two nations mest

12
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trusted by the Tibetans.

After total rejection from all sources., the Tibetan Gover•ment
•d finally decided to open nogotiaticna with the Chinese which ended with

the signing of the Seventeen-Point Agreemient on the 23rd of May,, 1951.

SUnder this agreement, the Chinese allowed the Tibetans self-rule, but the
6

Chinese smumad central of defense and external affairs. For the next

nine years, China consolidated its hold in Tibet and at the same time

ggmined recognition of Its sovereignty over Tibet. Over these nine yenrs,

the Chinese action in Tibet became an increasingly important factor in

Sino-Indian diplomacy, end the Chinese fully exploited the blind faith-

that the Chinese would listen to logic- of the Indian Prime Minister,

Mr.Nehru, while tightening their hold over Tibet.

Sino-Indian relations during these nine years reached a peak in

1954, when India and China signed a treaty on Tibet in which India by

implication recognized Chinese sovereignty as distinct from suzerainty.

After signing this treaty, the Chinese started to become more mad more

repressive in their rule over the Tibetans, sand started, slowly at first,

to undermine the position of the moat revered own in Tibet, the Dals•i

Lams.
SBy November of 1956, the Chinese occupation had become so oppres-

sive and brought about such hunger and poverty inside Tibet that the

Dalai Lam., who was at that time visitJixg India, contemplated not return-

ing to Tibet unless conditions changed. However, the Chinese premier Chou

iEn-lai convinced the Dalai Lam that conditions would improve and then he
S~7

returned to Tibet.

Finally, the Chinese supression of the Tibetan uprising in the

sumu r of 1959 forced the Dalai Lame to flee to Indio whe he was gmn-
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5

ted asylm. With hin went thousands of Tibetan refugees fleeing the new

reppression. This action of granting asylum to the Dolla 4sma started the

"Mterioratitn of the Sbin-Indian relatianship, and the way the Cinese

attitude becam priportionately more aggressive towards New Delhi despite
8

India's meek responses woe obvious. The flght of the Delal Lao ended

Tibetan ham-rule and started th. rift in Sino-Indian relations which

climaxed in the Sino-Indiui war of 1962.

In this poper, I will discuss the Chineme invasion of Tibet and

the deterioration of the Sino-Indian friendship which ended in a month-

long conflict in 1962 and its impact an the stability of that region. I

shall first describe tte Chinese invasion of Tibet and the world reaction
Sto this invasion. Second, I shail explain the Chines rationalization of

the invasion and briefly narrate how Tibet remained under Chinee. occupa-

tion for the next nine years. Third, I shall discuss the Clinewe suppres-

sion of the Tibetan uprising in the matrer of 1959 and the rsestion around

the- world to this suppression. Fourth, I shall trace Sino-Indian relations

in relation to the invasion of Tibet. Finally, I will =sess the impact of

this invasion of Tibet ar Chinese military operations until 1%2, espe-

cially its significance to the Sino-Indian war during the autumn of 1962.

The va•i'ous actions of this thesis heve been daliberstely defined

in order to keep the length reasonable. There *r certain aspects which

have bee greatly condensed. For example, the Chincme actions during the

nine years of occupation is conden•ed by relating only the highlights of

Ut Chinse actions. Other factors, such as the refug" pr.blem during

the Chinese invasion and occupation have not been discussed. The isola-
tan of Tibet at the time of the Chinese invasion and the lack of world

attention toeards the Tibetan question has led to a scarcity of them

- -. V
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statistics.

The fact that Tibet wae so isolated at the time it was invaded is

one of the main reasons for the Ic of detailed reports about the inva-

sion. This fact combined with the ruggedness of the country md the pri-

mitiveness of the people is another major reason why world attention was

not focused an the invasion. I have used the account of His Holiness,

Tenzin Gyatso, the Fourteenth Dalai Lamm of Tibet, as the prima source

of this research, as he was the men who made the ultimate decisions in

Tibet at the time of the invasion. The lack of official documents, becoue

they are either classified or non-existent, makes research more then

Afficult.

At times, I have relied on personal knowledge and books written
9

by Nepalese authors either in English or in Nepali. Certain points which

have come to my knowledge but wthch I could not authenticate either

because the do=mnts am classified in my country or because they have

high political implications, ure not referred to in this thesis. The

official Chinese interprotmtion of the actions in Tibet will be discussed

in accordanca with official Chinese documents, speeches, news dispatches,

editorials and commentaries published during the period between March 28
10

and April 30, 1959. These official Chinese sourcs were complied and

printed as a book in Poking in 1959. YVorious other books, magazines, arti-

cles, and newspapers have also been examined during the research.

Chapter Two will describe the geographical and the historical

background of Tibet and a brief summary of the relations between Tibet and

China since early times. The next chapter will deal with the situation in

Tibet on the eve of the invasion and the invasion itself. The fourth chap-

"ter will describe the Chinede occupation of Tibet and the Tibetan uprising
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of the summer of 1959. The fifth chapter will deal with the relations

between China and India during the invasion, occupation and the suppres-

sion of the Tibetan uprising of 1959. The final chapter shall present my

subjective appraisal of the impact of this invasion on the Chinese mili-

tary operations against India in 1962.

:,
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CHAPTER 11

THE BACKGROUND

INTRODUCTION

To fully understand the rationale and the significance of the the

Chinese invasion of Tibet, it is necessary to know the historical ond the

geographical background of the country. The relationship between China and

Tibet is another important aspect which cannot be neglected. Without some

Ioiowledge about these things, one is frequently vexed with questions like

why China invaded Tibet despite her plans to intervene in Korea or why the

world reacted to the Tibetan appeal as it did. These questions will be

easier to answer if the geographical and the historical background of

Tibet is dealt with briefly.

It is interesting to note that the history of this nation has been

Veatly Jn,'luenced by its gepgraphy and its location. Surrounded on all

sides by massive mountain ranges, Tibet is the highest plateau in the

world with an average. altitude of 12,000 feet above sea level. Virtually

inaccessable from tte south and thb west because of the Himalayas, Tibet,

throughout her history, had m-ore contacts with her neighbours in the north

and the east, Mongolia and China respectively. The northern half of the

country being a cold desert and lying at an average height of 15,000 feet

and getting very little rainfall, is a bleak and sparsely populated re-

gion. The fertile river valleys of the south and the subtropical mountains

of the ezst were the main centers of population and agriculture. Located

deep in the Asian land mass, very few western nations had any contact with

Tibet. Before 1950, few westerners had ever dared to vanture into Tibet,

-,I



9

and fewer had been able to return to talk about their experience. Those

few that roached Tibet were confronted by people who had remained isolated

from the western world throughout their history.

With its recorded history dating back to the first century A.D.,

Tibet has an interesting history. During the 6th and the 7th century, the

Tibetans dictatod terms to the Chinese and ruled most of southern China.

After the yoar 1000 A.D., numerous conquests, by the Mongols and the

Chinese, reduced the nation into wmall kingdom each ruled by a different

ruler. This period made the Tibetans very conscious of their freedom and

they withdrew into isolation to avoid and discourage further conquests.

Buddhism, which had been introduced into Tibet by Indian monks fleeing

the Maohs.dans since the 8th century A.D., slowly gained importance and

ultimately the religious leaders acquired temporal powers in the 13th

century.

From the middle of ths 13th century to the end of the 17th century

Tibet drifted in and out of Chinese control. From the early 18th century

to the beginning of the 20th century, there was a strong Chinese influence

in Tibetan affairs, but whenever the opportunity arose, the Tibetans were

quick to regain sam, of their powers. From 1911 to 1950, Tibet was governed

by the Dalai Lon who held absolute religious and temporal powor. The

armies of Comunist China invaded this remote country and turned it into

an auton sm region of the People's Republic of China in 1950, but they

let the Tibetans rule themselves under the Dalai Lama. However, after nine

years of occupation, the Chinese learned that the Tibetans would not accept

complete Chinerse rule and they imposed their will with force. This ended

the independence of Tibet and the self-rule by the Tibetans, and =many

people wonder if Tibet will ever be the same.
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GEOGRAPHICAL BACKGROUND

The Tibetan plateau is one of the largest plateaus in the world

and covers an area of about 500,000 square miles. It is also one of the

highest in the world, as the average elevation of this area is 12,000 feet

above mean sea level. Lying north of the Great 4itmalayan Range, it was

virtually inacoessable from the south, however, a fair •mount of trade was

carried out across a few passes in the Himalayaw. It wao therefore natural

that Tibet had more contacts with her neighbours in the north and the east

rather than those that were in the south and the west.

Bordered in the north mad the east by China, in the west by India,

and in the south by Nepal, Bhutan, Burma and India, Tibet is sandwiched

between two huge nations. Two big mountain ranges running west to east

form its northern, southern and western boundaries, and three more moun-

tain ranges lie inside the country. The Kunlun Mountains in the north

separate Tibet from China, and the Himalayas in the south and the west

tinct geographical regions ,4ich are separated by rugged mountain ranges.

The northern region called the Chang Thang is a huge rocky desert

plain and covers almost half of the country. Lying at an average elevation

of 15p,000 feet and receiving less than an inch of rainfall annually and

very little snow, it is a desolate area with few inhabitants. The southern

part of Tibet is separated from the Chang Thong by the Kailas and the Nyen

Chen Tangle mountain ranges. In contrast, the southern part of the country

is a series of long narrow river valleys. Even these river valleys have an

averag altitude from 10,000 to 12,000 feet above soa level. The min

valley is the Tso Po river valley which is not more then 20 Kilowiaters

wide at its widest. Other smaller river velleys are the Yarlung and the



Kyichu valleys. Within this region lies almost all of the fertile agri-

cultural land that exista in Tibet. So it became the main center of popu.

lotion with the major cities of the country located here.

Besides the Chang Thong region and the Tsang Po river valley,

another sizable and distinct region was the eatern province of Khoo.

This region is a honeycomb of mountains formed by the outcrops oif the

Kunlun and the Nyen Chen Tangla mountain ranges. This subtropical moun-

tainous region separates Tibet from the Szechwan Province of China. The

capital of this province was Chamdo, and it was also the movst significant

city in the region. Inhabitants of this region are called the Khampas. A

friendly independent people who value the possession of firearms more
1

jealously than most others, -these people had a long history of anti-
2

"Chinese sentiments. Through this region three of the largest rivers of

Asia, the Yongtue, the Mekong and the Saiween, run parallel for almost

170 miles in a narrow zone 50 miles wide.

Although Tibet is located between Z8 to 38 degrees north of the

equator, the elevation of the country, the numerous mountain ranges

within and bordering the country, and its location in the heartland of

Asia have greatly influenced its climate and vegetation. The country as a

whole is divided into three distinct climatic regions according to its

Sgeography. ( See Map II )

The northern Chang Thong has a cold and dr," te•iperat climate.

Lying deep in the heartland of Asia and literally boxed in by high moun-

tain ranges, rain-bearing winds rarely reach this region. This area

recaives les than an inch of rain annually, and snow seldom falle. Al-

pine and drought-resistant plants are the only vegetation in this region.

The southern river valleys, lying between ton to twelve tousand
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feet above sea level, have four distinct seasons in a year. There is a

dry and cold winter with temperatures dropping down to 3 to 5 degrees

Fahrenheit above zero at night. The early part of spring is dry and cold,

but later it gets warmer and increasingly stormy. This is followed by

aummer which has some rain, and temperatures rarely rise above 80 degrees.

* The average rainfall in Lhasa is about 18 inches per annum, but the record
3

high of 198 inches was recorded in 1936. The rainfall in this region

varies considerably from year to year, and the temperature in the shade

during the afternocn in the last week of July being about 72 degrees Fah-

renheit ( 22 degrees Centigrade ) and about 59 degrees in the early mor-
4

ning. There -s an average of 140 frost-free days during the summer. The

main vegetation in this -region consists of alpine grass with conifer and

shrubs in the sheltered areas.

The eastern province of Kham has t subtropical climate. Her,; the

honeycomb of mountains run parallel to eat', other from north to south thus

forming long narrow valleys stretching into southesat Aoia. This fomation

6f valleys allows rain-bearing winds frow the Bay of Bengal and the Gulf

of rtailand to reach this regiun of Tibet. This region is loear. in eleva-

tion than the rest of the country and as such the temperatures are warmer.

The summers are longer and warmr with 30 to 50 inches of rainfall in the

south. The northern part has shorter summers as cnmpared to the southern

part, and 20 to 30 inches of rainfall per awnum is average. In the south-

ern part of this region, we find mostly conifers in the higher elevations,

and deciduous and evergreens at lower elevations. In the northern part,

In summay, Tibet is a high plateau which is completely surrounded

by high mountain ranges, and as ouch has remained very isolated from the

t¾- - -. . r ~ - , .
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rest of the world. Moreover, the population of the country is concentrated

in the southern and the eastern parts of the nation, whereas, the northern

portion is a barren and uninhabited region. As a result of its geography,

Tibet, as late as the mid-twentieth century, was a land where the people

were still living in midaval times, and the desire to open relations with

the outside world-did not exist in the government and the people. ( See
5

Map III and Map IV ).

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Very little was known about Tibet to the outside world before 1950,

and most of 4hat was known cam from the reports which few travellers had

brought back. After the Chinese invasion of Tibet, the flood of refugees,

which also included the leader of the Tibetans, has published or helped

publish maty articles about this mountain nation. These are the main sour-

ces of information about Tibet to the western world, however, in places

where there is a concantration of Tibetan refugees, many ancient and modern

manuscript in Tibetan or the local language are available. Moreover, the

neighbouring nations like India and Nepal have had contacts with Tibet

since ancient times, and the histories of these nations do contain many

references t', the events in Tibet. However, aftfir the Chinese invasion

of 1950, Tibet has been closed to the world, even the neighbouring nations

do not know what has been happening inside Tibet.

The history of this high plateau dates back over two thousand years.

The religious and the secular leader of Tibet, His Holiness the Dalai Lamn,

who is presently a refugee in India, claimm Lie amalgamation of various

wmall tribes &a a single Tibetan nation in the year 127 B.C. After that,

Tibet w= ruled by a succession of kknge for almost o thousand years. rro.

907 A.D., Tibet again disintegrated into sma1l kingdoms, and so it remirned

'7V77 7 _
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MAP III

Topography of Tibet

Source:- LC.A Map 1979.
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MAP IV

Topography of Tibet

Source:- PatteL14, op. ciSit., page following p. 2 9 3 .
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6

for the next 347 years.

These three and half centuxAass were marked b,, war and rivali'y

among the three chief monastic orders in Tibett the Sakya, the Kragyupa

and the Karmas. During these years, the religious leadars began to be

involved with the rulere of the land and a rise in the power of ths mones-
.7

teries became quite cvident. Finally, in 1253 A.D., the head of thl Sakya

monastery returned from China after carving an the religious inst-uctor

to the Chinese Emperor, Sachan, mad becam the ruler of unified TIbet.

In 1260, Kublal Khan, the powerful Mongol Emperor of China, recog-

nized the grand lama of the Sekya monastery as the ruler of Tibetý 'his

rule• by the Sakya lamn lastad for 96 years, after which a dif•r -%row

known as the Phamo Drupe took avev power amd ruled for snothey R: yezza.

Seuler monabt hy ryturnd to Tibed aftex the collfps of thy Phat Ddups

larvae, and four gw~wrations of kings frcm Rir1pong rulad frus 1435 to 1.565

A.D.; theae kings were followed by three Tsengpa kings who reiged from
8

1566 to 1641.

Ar.-md the end of the 14th century, during the rule of the Phmo

Drupa lamas, a powerful Buddhist group, the Gelugpa, populiary called the

Yellow Hate, came into being. The founder of this GClugpe group was Tsong-

Khaps who lived sometim between 1357 to 1420. Tmmg-Khap- had a disciple

called Gaden-Truppa who took over aa the lader of the group and w known
10

as the rirst Dalai Lama. Thus the influeace and tha activities of the

First ODali Lam began around the middle of the 15th century. The first

and the second Dalai Low do not have much written about them, but from

the Third Dalai Lam, the Gelugpa group began to have more contacts with

the Mongol*. The Third Dalai Lam spent the last eight yeams of his life

in Mongolia and died there. Finally, the birth of the Fourth Dalai Lam.
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in a princely Mongol family camented connections between the Gelupes and• 11

the Mongols; and the Mongols became the defenders of the common faith.

This relationship between the Galugpn and the Mongols leter proved very

valuable to the former when in 1642, the Mongol chief, Gushri Khan, helped

the Fifth Dmlai Lama subjugate petty rulers and established him ws the
12

undisputed ruler of Tibet. It wee in 1642 that the Fifth Dalai Lame

became the first Dalai Lawe to receive temporal power; and the Tibetan

form of government that existed st t$e time of the Chinese invasion An
13

1950, called Gadei-Phodrang, was founded. Since then, for over three

centuries, ten successive Dalai Lomas have been the absolute temporal and

spritual rulers of Tibet, and during their absence or minority, lay and

wmonk regents have carried on the government in their nome.

The contributions of the Fifth Dalai Lama towards the advancement

of Tibetan sovereignty were noteworthy. He was invited to China in 1652

by the first Manchu Emperor of China, Shun-Toe, mad the Emperor, who

regarded the Dalai Lnam as his religious teacher, received the Dalai Lame

as an independent sovereign. The backing that the Delal Lam had from the

Mon la was something that a new Chinese Emperor, who had not yet coneo-

lidated his power in China, did not went to question. The Fifth Dalai

Lme firmly established the heirarchy of tho Dalai Leame. This min has

been accredited with building may monasteries inside Tibet and these

served as the symbols of central pmer. The death of the Fifth Delai Lama

in 1682 led to * sriese events that finally led to Chinese intervention
15

in Tibetan affairs.

The cunning and poyar-hungry regent, Sang-Keih, suppressed the

nem of the Dalai Lamm's death and kept ruling in his name. This regant

started series of intrigues which ultimately led the Chinese to invade

_ #T 7L-r--* .. M
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Tibet and to begin to intervene in Tibetan affairs. He instigated the

chief of the Dzungar-Mongols to attack the Khalka-Mengols. Since the

chief of the Ozungar-N4ngols had gained the post of chief because the

raeent had uade his chief by usurpation, he obeyed the regent's sugges-

tion. He defeated the Khalka and went on to invade Inner Mongolia. This

forced the Chinese Emperor to send an army against the Dzungar-Mongols,

and this army severely defeated the Mongols. The Eftperor, who had lng

suspected the death of the Dalsi Lamo, confirmed his suspicions from

the prisoners his army took, and he learned that the Dalai Lame had been

dead for fourteen years. The Emperor called on Sang-Kieh for a declare-

tion of facts, and Sang-Kieh not only declared that the Dalal Lam hfad

been dead for fourteen years, but also made a humble apology for his

conduct and begged that this news be kept secret until a ne' Dalai Lam

was enthronied so as to avert civil war. Although the Emperor granted the

request, Sang-Kieh took advantage of the leniency and again began
16

ploatting.

On the question of the enthronement of the new Dalai Las, the

cunning vegent and the comawnder of the Lhasa garrison, Latsang, who was

also the great-grandson of Gushri Khan, the Mongol chief who helped the

Fifth Dalai Lma acquire complete power of Tibet, became bitter enemies.

* Sang-Kieh tried to poison Lateang, but failed, sd was killed in 1705
17

by Latsang. Latesang then sent an envoy to inform the Emperor and was

given a title. Then in compliance with the Emperor'a order, Latsang sent

the disputed Dalai Lame to Peking and rejected the request of the chief

of the Dzungar-Mongol8 who had also asked for the disputed Dalai Lame.

Latsang then collaborated with the Pachen Lama, and with the

approval of the lome in Lhasa, produced and installed a new Dali Lama.
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This election wee confirmed by the Chinese Emperor, but the Mongols and

the Kokonor tribes refused to xvcocgnize this Dalai Lame. Furthermore,

the Mongols and the Kokonor tribes brought forward a child, who had been
18

born at Li-tang, as the true incarnation of the Sixth Dalai Lam. The

situation became so alarming that the Chinese Emperor sent an envoy to

settle the dispute, and as the attempt by this-royal envoy failed, he

ordred the newly-installed Dalai Lame removed to Sinning in the heart

of the Kokonor region outside Tibetan control. All this confusion and the

dissension formed an ideal situation for an invasion.

The chief of the Dzunger-Mangols, Chewanlaputan, who had been

Shumiliated by Latsang an the issue of the disputed Dal•i Lama, still bore

a grudge against him. He first lulled Latsang into a false sense of secu-

rity by a matrimonial alliance between his daughter and Lateang's eldest

son. Then two years later in 1716, Cheawanlaputen sent an army of six

thousand men to Lhasa under the pretext of enthroning the true Dalai Lama;

his main intention, however, was to avenge his humiliation. He conquered

Lhasa and pillaged it. Latsang was captured and put to death. However,
19

before his capture, he appealed to the Chinew Emperor for help.

The Chinese Emperor had always been haupted by the possibility of

a Mongol empire including Tibet kunder a coinon religion, the Yellow Hatted

Gelugpa groui, and now this was close to being a reality. He reacted

quickly and sent an aimy of several thousand man. This army was attacked

by the Dzungar-Mongols when it crossed the Kalawusu river and annihilated
20

after a month of fighting during the autumn of 1718. Then the Emperor

.wnt three armies against the Dz'igar-Mongol government in Lhasa.

This force etered Lhasa in 1720 and took firm control of the

goern•ent, mad a large inscribed strnm in cwiwmoration of the Chinese
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victory was eaected below the aotala castle. The opposition leaders were

put to death and the Dalai Lame brought forard by the Mongols and the

Kokonor tribes was installed on the throne in Lhass. This expedition wasJl 21
-the first of three major cmapaigns inside Tibet.

In 1728, another Chinese expeditiona•y force reached Lhasa. This

I force had been sent into Tibet to quell internal unrest. The involvement

of the Dalai Lame's father in the internal unrest led to the Dalai Lame

being taken away from Lhasa to Ka-ta. To fill the void, the Chinese brou-

ght the Panchen Lama to take control of the government in Lhasa. Although

the Panchen Lam refused to take control of all the regions offered to

him$, he did agree to rule three of the provinces. This period marked the

creation of the Panchen Lama's political importance as a balance against

the Dalai Lama. This importance of the Panchen Lam which the Chinese

had created to maintain their control over Tibet was to serve them well

after 230 years. The Ciinese also appointed two residents inside Tibet,

each withna thousand troops to guide the administration of Tibet. After

fifteen years, the Dal•i Lam was permitted to return to ULaaa in 1735,

and when he did return, he did not have much power because the Chines
22

residents, called Ambans, were in control.

Event:s in 1750 forced the Chinese Emperor to send yet another

force against Tibet to reestablish his authority which had lost effect

due to a minor revolt. The corruption that the Chinese rersidents engagad

in had become so pRwvasive that there was an uprising. Although the revolt

was defeated, the Chinse residenta lost most of their power, and the

Dlm1i Lama started to regain wot of hia control, especially in secular

matters. This period bagmn the decline of the authority that the residents

had held.

m m
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In 1865, Nepal imposed a treaty on Tibet, securing extra territo-

rial rights and an annual tribute of ten thousand upees. At this time

China was unable to protect or defend Tibet. Again in 1890, after a mili-

tary clash between Britain and Tibet, China confirmed Britain's protecto-

rate over Sikkim which for centuries had been under Tibetan influence.

During this period, the British Government in India wes seeking a trade

agreement with the Tibetan Government, but had not mt with much success.

Finally in 1904, a military expedition under Colonel Younglusband, which
23

successfully reached Lhasa, secured a trade treaty.

Shocked and humiliated by the success of the British expedition

of 19049, the Chinese started to strengthen their power in Tibet. The

Deputy Resident was instructed to slowly undermine the powers of the

ruling Tibetan groups. He started his progrm at Batang in eastern Tibet,

but his interference with the authority of the lamas and his harshness

led to an open revolt in which he wsa killed. The Chinese then appointed

Chao-Erhfeng to reestablish control in Tibet. By the sumer of 1906, he

had restored control in Batang and the adjoining areas, and was appointed

frontier high commissiooer. In this post,. he started curtailing the power

of the local leaders and appointing Chinese magistrates in their place.
24

In 1908, Chao and Lein-Yu were appointed as residents in Lhasa.

In February 1910, the Imperial Army marched from Chomdn towards

Lhasa. At the same time, the Dalai Lma was not only disagreeing with

Lein-Yu but also very disturbed about the reform of Chao in eastern

Tibet. These two factors compelled the Dalai Lama to flee to India, before

the Imperial Army arrived in Lhasa. On the advice of Lein-Yu. the Chinese

stripped the Dalai Lama of his titles, and this mistaka proved to be very

harmful to the Chinese. Although the Chinese Government tried deaparstely
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for the return of the Dalai Law, It all proved futile.

The fall of the Manohu dynasty in China in 1911 marked the calispae

of Chinese power in Tibet. The garrison in Lhase wa very dissatisfied with

tUi inflation in Lhasa, and news of the revolution in China triggered a

mutiny. Mutinous Chinese soldiers on the way to Lhasa plundered the popu-

lation while in action, this aroused ill-feelings. The Chinese tried to

regain control in Tibet by asserting that the revolt in China was under

contral. Finally in depepration for funds, this puppet Chinese government

attacked the Sera Monastery, one of the principal monastaries in Tibet.

At this crucial time of disorder, the Dalai Lam returned from India and

negotiated a settlement. On January 6, 1913, the Chinese residants and
26

the remaining Chinese soldiers left Lhasa.

Before the Dalsi Lame left India to return, he had secured an

assurance from the British for rsgaining the internal autonomy of Tibet.

This agreement prevented an invasion by the new government in China,
27

which had already mobilized troops early in 1912.

A news release 6n January 13, 1913, revealing that Tibet had sec-

retly concluded a treaty with Mongolia, started a new initiative by the

British Government for a new agreement between thina, Tibet and Great

Britain. China's old nightmare about the creation of an empire with Tibet

and Mongolia tied together was almost a reality now. Finally, under in-

tense pressure from the British, the Chinese agreed to attend a confer-

ence where she had to met the Tibetan delegation on an equal footing.

Although the Chinese demanded tht the venue to be in Londin or Peking,

the British made the Chinese jccept India as the meting place. Thus,
28

Uva conference was held at Simla, a hill station in northern India.

On 13th October, 1913, the meating opened at Simla under the

X 7
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auspices of a British Chairman. The Tibetan delegate, who had been care-

fully tutored for three months by a British diplomat, presented a propo-

sal with six demands. These demands not only asked for independence, but

also the right to denounce three former regulations and conventions. The

Tibetan delegate insisted that the Tibetan claim, as far north as Kokonor,

be honored by the Chinese. The Chinese submitted their counter proposal

of seven items, among which, one of the items specifically asked for a

clear provision stating that Tibet should be regarded as an integral part

of China. Furthermore, the Chinese proposed also that the Chinese resident-

in Lhasa be retained along with troops, and that Tibet should not enter

into negotiations or agreements with any nation except through the Chinese

Government. With such varied proposals, there was no agreement until Feb-

ruary 17, 1914. Then the British delegate proposed that Tibet be divided

into Inner and Outer Tibet, and demanded an answer from the Chinese within

a week, with a clause stating that a negative answer would automatically

end the Convention. The Chinese did accept this proposal, and then the

argument shifted to the boundary demarkation between Inner and Outer

Tibet.

The British kept pressing the Chinese to agree to their terms

which meant that China secede control of many areas still under its full

control. Even though the Chinese had made quite a few humiliating conces-

sions, they refused to accept the transfer of areas which were still

under its full control. The British Draft Convention had eleven exchanges

of notes. This Draft Convention made it clear that China would never try

either to colonize or to convert Tibet into a province, all the trouble

between China and Tibet were to be referred to the British Government.

On 27 Much, 1914, the British dolegate declared that all general
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debates be concluded, and that the results of all deliberations be consi-

dered as final agreeents. He also informed the conferande that since the

Tibetan delegate had already initialled the Draft Convention, the Chinese

delegate should do the same, and if he refused, the British end the TUbe-

ton would delete Articles rI and IV which were primarily concerned with

Chinese interests, and forthwith sign it. If this were to happen, China

would not be consulted on future relationships between Britain and Tibet.

Under these conditions, the Chinese delegate initialled the Draft Cc.ven-

tion.

On receiving a report from its delegate, the Chinese Government

informed him not to sign the formal treaty and at the samL time notified

the British Minister at Peking that other articles of the Simla Draft

Convention could be accepted in principle, but the boundary arrangement
29

could definitely not be recognized. The British Minister then put pre-

ssure an the Chinese to accept the terms, and forced two more (mneessions

from the Chinese, but the British rejected these concessions. Then on

July 3, 1914, the British and the Tibetan delegate signed the convention.

The outbreak of World War I a few weeks later, forced the Tibetan ques-

tion to be forgotten.

In 1915, Japan imposed her will on the Chinese govorn=ent, and

this coapelled the Chinese to be more friendly with Britain, which was

Japan's ally. The Chinese President ordered the Foreign Office to work

a compromise solution. On June 28, 1915, the Chinese aubmitted a new

proposal with more tarritorial wncessiona to Tibet on the provision that

the main text of the convention stated that Tibet in a part of China.

SFirst the British showed some interest, but then refused to open negotiu-

tion,. In August, China made another big territorial concession, and
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again the British were not pleased. During 1916, internal disorder increa-

sed inside China, and the central government became very weak. Taking ad-

vantage of this disorder in China, the Tibetans "ened hostilities in the

autumn of 1917. By the middle of the summr of 1918, the Tibetans had

captured large areas in the eastern and the northern region of Tibet. The

British Consular Agent in eastern Tibet negotiated and brought about an

end of hostilities by the end of 1918.

After World War I, the British began negotiations with the Chinese

on the Tibetan question. On August 13, 1919, the British Minister in Peking,

under instructions, handed another proposal to. the Chinese, but popular

opposition to this proposal in the Chinese parliament killed this proposal.

Again in 1920 and 1921, the British Government mae attempts to open new

negotiations, but both failed to materialise. The Tibetan issue then re-

mained dormant till 1928.

Two events from 1925 to 1927 played another important role in the

Tibetan Iisue. From 1925 to 1926, the Dalai Lame's government in Tibet

started to become anti-British and strongly pro-Chinese, and in 1927 the

National Government was established in Nenking. The National Government

took the initiative to settle the Tibetan issue. In 1929, the Chinese

government dispatched an envoy to Tibet, Pnd this envoy arrived in Lhasa

on February 7, 1930. This envoy was followed by unother envoy, and in his

interview with both of them, the Dalai Lame clearly expressed his wish to

see China define Tibet's status and demarcate the boundary. This effort

for the reconciliation of relations between China and Tibet was suddenly

intcrrpted by a minor clash rnar the border in eastern Tibet.

In the fall of 1930, a minor dispute in Kanza district flared up

and turned into an open challenge between the Dalai Lama and the Panchen
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Laos. The Lhasa government sent a force that not only subdued the conflict

but also launched an offensive towards the east ond northeast and drove

back the Chinose troops. The Nationalist Government in China was in no

position to retaliate for fear of intervention by the Japanese and Britain.

Furthermore, the Japanese invasion of Manchuria in the fall of 1931 pre-

cluded any Chinese military expeditions into Tibet. In fact, news oa the

Japanese invasion of Manchuria made the Tibetans even more stubborn, ULn-

able to hit back, the Chinese government agrned to Tibetan term for fix-

ing the boundary between the two countries and announced its decision on

tj' February 19, 1932. However, the Tibetans again raided Ch"inhei and occu-

pied parts of Yu-Shu, and this forced the Chinese to take military action.

Starting from early May, the Chinese forces drove the Tibetans

back, and by July they had regained most of the area that the Tibetans
30

had captured during their offensive in 1930-31. Learning that the Tibe-

tans were enlisting more men and getting military hardware from India,

the Chinese stopped their advance and expressed their willingness to sue

for an agreement. On October 10, 1932, a truce was signed and this truce

made the upper Yangtse river as the border. A similar truce was signed

between the armed forces commanders on June 15,.1933, which provided for

a demilitarised zone and the repatriation of prisoners. Immediately after

signing this truce, the Tibetans discovered that the Chinese had withdrawn

a large part of their force, and so planned another offenaive against the

Chinese. However, strong opposition by the laass in Lhasa stopped this
31

plan from being executed. The doath of the Thirteenth Dalai Lam on

December 17, 1933, throw Tibet into a state of internal tursoil.

In January of 1934, Ra-dreng Hutukhtu was eiected as the regent

of Tibet. On February 13, 1934, a group of pro-British radica"' 4ttacked

4.
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Chinese positions in Tenko, end clashes between the Tibetans and the Chi-

nese erupted at various places along the eastern border of Tibet. The re-

gent ordered the comander at Chando to cease hostilities imediately.

Wien things had cooled down, the regent took drastic steas against the

army: he disbanded a large portion of the army, stopped the purchase of

arms and ammunition from India, and changed the Commander-in-Chief of the

army. This action prompted the National Government in Nanking to send a

mission to Tibet.

A delegation led by General Huang Mu-Sung arrived &t Lhasa on
32

April 25, 1934, and set up a radio station for contact with Nanking.

After a great deal of discussion with high Tibetan officials, the General

left L.hasa in October, 1934, but he left behind tw• officers as liasion

officers, and the radio warvice between Lhasa and Nanking was also left

in operation. On his return to Nanking, General Huang pushed for the re-

turn of the Panchen Lame to Tibet end the creation of a new province

called Sikang along the eastern border of Tibet. Since the flight of the

Dalai Lama to India in 1910, the Chinese had strived to raise the status

of the Panchen Lwa to co•nter the power of the Dalai Lama. Among the two

moves made by General Huang Mu-Sung, the return-of the Panchen Lame, espe-

cially with a Chinese escort, began to sour relationship between Tibet and

China. The Panchen Lama started towards Tibet in the spring of 1937, but

suddenly Lhasa decided to block the entry of the Panchen Lama. During this

stalemate, the Japanese attacked China, and the Panchen Lama's escort was

withdrawn by the Chinese for national defenve. The Panchen Lame withdrew

to Yu- tu, where he died on the 1st of Decwmber, 1937.

The death of the Panchen Lama helped in improving relations bet-

Swean China and Tibet. The Tibetans gave financial help to the Chinese in

'. p
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their fight against the Japanese. Now the search for the reincarnated

Dalai Lem becam the cief concern of the Lhasa government, and in this

endeavor also the Cni.ree cooperated with the Tibetans. Tle Chinese dele-

gate officiated on benalf of the Chinese government during the enthrone-
33

ment of the Dalai Lame on February 22, 1940. In April 1940, the Chi-

nese inaugurated the Office of the Mongolian and Tibetan Affairs Commis-

sion in Lhasa, but this offie was destined for a very short lifespan.

The rise uf the pro-British Young Tibet Group in late 1940 and

1941 drastically altered the relationship between Tibet and China. The

Regent who was predominwntly pro-Chinese was forced out of office and

later arrested on charges of plotting to overthrow the government. This

group then attacked .the Sera monastery for being anti-army. By the summer

of 1943, this group had set up a Bureau of Foreign Affairs, and then

asked the Chinese Commission to deal first with this Bureau rather then

directly with the Kashag ( the parliament ). The Chinese officials in the

Comeission refused to do so, and as a result were subjected to a lot of

herssment, which ended only when the Chinese government threatened to

use force. The proposed plan to open an India-China highway to supply the

armies of China during World War II was flatly turned down by Tibet. An

American Mission which went to Lhasa for this purpose, although it culti-
34

vated good will, returned without the permission to build the road.

Again after the end of World War I, the Chinese tried to reestablish

relations with Lhasa, and still met with less hostile, but far from any

friendly reactions.

The independence of India in 1947 was another factor which incre-

ased Tibetan activity to break away from China. However, Chinese diplo-

mats still lodged formal protests whenever Tibet was drawn outside Chi-

j4
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wiese boundaries. Tibetai delegations started dealing directly with the

Indian Governmnt in New Delhi. Finally, on July 8, 1949, the Tibetan

Cabinet decided to expel all Chinmee persons cvnnected with the National

Government. On October 1, 1949, tht Caunists cam to power in China,

and on January 1, 1950, Chairman Mao '•se-tui announced that the libera-

tion of Tibet was the basic tsuek of the Peopl•s Liberation Army for the
35

new year, 1950.

CHINESE OVERLORDSHIP IN TIBET

As we have seen, although ancient relations between China and

Tibet existed, it was not always the Chinese who were on top. At different

periods of history, the Tibetan* were dictating term to the Chinese. Du-

ring the 7th and the 8th centuries, the Yarlung kirgs had a great influ-

ence on the western provinces of China. In fact, Tibet was a very power-
36

ful s-tae during the 7th and the 8th conturieg.

Chinese overlnrdship of the ru)erv 6f Tibet started in 1260, whwn

Kublai Khan, the Mongol Emperor of C•ina, recognized the Grand Lm" of the

Sakys wonastary me the ruler of Tibet. However, this overlordship by the

Chineev ended in 1368, when the Mongol rule coliapsed in China. From 1368

to the beginning of the 17th cerbtury, T.bet was relatively free of any

form of Chinese overlordship.

The death of the Fifth Dalai Lana in 1682, led to the start of the

Manuflu overlordship in ribet. After the death of the Fifth Dalai L•a,

a series of events forced the Chinese Emperor to send a military force

against the Tibetana. This force entered Lhasa in 1720 and established

order in the Tibetan government. This victory insured Chiness suzarainty

ever the whole of Tibet Including whutan. Two more military foirc•s were

sent into Tibet in 1728 and 1750 to establish Chinese control over events
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in Tibet. Finally, in 1791, the Chinese r cm to the rescue of Tibet
• which had been inv'aded by the Guk•as. After U-43 data,, the Chinese Emps-

ror took firm control and oversaw Tibet as a part of the Chinese Emire.

During the 19th centiry, Chinese power in Tibet declined vropor-

tionately with the decline of the Manchu dynasty.. Internal calamities

ana oterna] invasions weakened the Chinese Empire, and these events ref-

* lected directly on the standard of the Chinese residents in Lhasa. By

1880, the Chinese residents had become so corrupt that they held little

power and received no respect. The Daii Lama slowly gained more and more

authority. Finally., when the Manchu Empire was overthrown and China became

a republic in 1911, the Chinesae power in Tibet ended. On January 6, 1913,

the last remnants of Chinese troops marched out of Lhasa.

From 1911 to 1950, Tibet remained as an independent sovereign

nation. The Dalai Lama was the secular and the religious head of state.

During this period, a great deal of effort wa exerted by the British tc,

get China to recognize Tibet as an independent notion. The Tibetans thvim-

selves took some initiative, such as signing a treaty with Mongoliax in

1913, in which both nations declared independence. The British sponsored

the Simla Conference in 1913 and aimed at having a written document signed

by Great Britain, China and Tibet, aid even though the Chinese delegate
37

initialled the Draft Convention, this treaty was never ratified by China.

Despite repeated pressures from the British, the Chinese never agreed to

treat Tibet as a separate state. From 1911 to 1930, these efforts conti-

nued relentlessly but no progress was ever made.

In 1930, the Tibetans used force and took back som of the provin-

ces which initially belonged to Tibet. Surprisingly, the Nationalist Gov-

ernment in China was in no position to react with force because of various
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reasons, such as internal disorder and the pressures from forcign troops

in China. Hmwver, continuous aggression by the Tibetwru -orced the Chi-

neas govetnuent to send forces against the Tibetans. The Chinese forces

took back all that had been lost and by October 1932, a treaty stopping

all fighting was signed. The death of the Dalai Lam in 1933 brought the

Tibetan move, to assert its sovereignty by force, to a grinding halt.

The new regent of Tibet disbanded the army and adopted a peaceful

attitude. The Chirnse government was quick to take advantage of this move

by the new r•egent. This new attitude of the Tibetan regent helped the

Chinese to strengthen their hold on Tibet. By now, the Communists were

beginning to have increasing power inside China.

W ith the independence of India and the withdrawal of the British

from this region in 1947, the Tibetans had no backing in the region to

prevent their being brought into China's control. Finally, the Communist

takeover of China hastened the invasion of Tibet. The BrItish withdrawal

from India combined with the Cotmunuist takeover in China, created a bitua-

tion whereby there was a complete lack of any form of order in Scuth Asia.

Under such ideal conditions, Communist China made a momentus decision to

"liberate" Tibet from imperimlism and conmitted.her ared forces inside

Tibet even though she was determined to intervene in Korea. Her decision

to liberate Tibet was given sons native support by the Panchen Lama- a

man who was never recognized by Lhasa as ever a legitimate candidate to
38

become the Panchen Laos. ( See Map V ).
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MAP V

Major Trade Routes of Tibet

in the early 20th century

Source:- Fisher, Rose and Huttenback, o. cit., pp. 70-71.
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.4APTER II I

THE INVASION AIN WORLD REACTION

THE SITUATION BEFORE THE INVASION

On the eve of the Chinese invasion in the fall of 1950, Tibet was

e kingdom of absolute monastic and secular feudalism. Time was still mea-

sured by the length of a day's march, and ancient customs dictated by Bud-

dhist faith controlled their lives. The' fifteen-year old Dalai Lama was

still in his minority, and a regent ruled in his name. The Kashag ( the

Cabinet ), which included senior nobles, senior lamas and the commander-.4. in-chief of the army, took months to make administrative decisions, and

the executioh of orders took even longer.

Since the signing of the Simla Agreement and its rejection by the

Chinese, the political status of Tibet had remained vague. The power of

the British Empire. had left the region three years previous, and the newly

won independence of India had left a weak and-disorganised nation an

Tibet's southern border. Tibet had no diplomatic relations with any coun-

try in the world, and becoming a member of the United Nations had never

been considered by the government. The only contacts with the outside

world were carried out through the few missions and consulates that exis-

ted in Lhasa. The Indian mission in Lhasa was the main center of diploma-

tic activity, and through this mission the world received almost all the

news about Tibet. Very few foreigners had ever been inside Tibet, and
1

there were just half a dozen foreigners living inside Tibet.

In a land with an area twice that of Texas, there were only six

radio transmitting and receiving sets, the only means of communicating

37
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quickly within the country and with the outside world as well. Trade with

India and Nepal was conducted through a few passes that exsisted in the

Himalayas. All travel to and from Tibet to the outside world, even China,

was usually conducted through India because going overland to China re-

quired months of walking over difficult and bandit-infested mountain

trails.

News and rumors coming to India from Tibet normally was routed

through Kalimpang, a small town in northern India. By the time it -ws

published and disseminated it was usually several withs old. Within the.4 country, most of the news was carried by travellers and special messen-

gers on horseback. There were only two radio sets in the eastern part of

Tibet. The man responsible for operating these sets was an sx-Rf.A.F.

pilot named Robert Ford, an official employee of the Tibaten government

assigned to coordinate the radio comunications in and from eastern Tibet.

He manned thQ control station in Chamdo and his only outstation with two

operators was established at Denko, a village on the western banks of the

Yangtse river 120 miles northwest of Chando.

The Iron Tiger year, 1950, was full of strange incidents which

the religious and superstitious Tibetans interpreted as evil omens. The

sight of a brillant comet the previous year had already frightened the

people because elders remembered that the last comet had signalled a war

with China. So when a gargoyle in Lhasa was seen to drip water from its

mouth in the middle of a dry sumer, the people of Lhasa were terrified.

Then an ancient stone column at the foot of the Patela, the palace of the

Dalai Lama, had collapsed overnight. These evil oamns were dispelled by

appropriate religious ceremiso-ies. Finally a disastrous eerthquake which

7> \~*~ i
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2
hit most of Tibet on August 15, 1950, caused panic throughout the nation.

All these strange happenings combined with the devastating earthquake

made many people recall the fearful prophecies of the Thirteenth Dalai
3 

I
Lame, in which he had prophesied that Tibet would be destroyed. It was

more than coincidence that these fearful events were intricately linked

with the Chinese preparations for the invasion of Tibet. Some supernatu-

ral power seemed to indicate that the rise of the Comuunists in China

was an evil sign to the Tibetans.

THE EARLY RUMBLINGS
4

Historically, the Chinese have always coveted Tibet. During the

final years of the Nationalist regime, Chiang Kai-shek planned to bring

Tibet under Chinese control as soon as he crushed the communist uprising
5

in China, but this dream never became a reality. When Chairman Mao Tse-

tung and his followers passed through Tibet during the Long March, the

Tibetans displayed their intense dislike for the Communists by terrori-
6

sing and killing many of their members. However, this display of hatred

did not smother the Cormnunists' desire to bring Tibet under Chinese rile.

Long before coming to power in China, Mao had given thought to eventually

Sseizing Tibet. As early as 1948 the Tibetan government heard reports that

Chinese spies had infiltrated Tibetan territory to find out about the

state of the Tibetan army, and whether Tibet was getting military aid
7

from any fo7:uign poer.

In late 1949, Mao finally began to put into motion the steps ne-

cessary to realize his earlier dream. The preparations for the invasion

of Tibet began at that time with the training of Chinese troops in mourP,

tain warfare and of party commissars in the Tibetan language and customs.
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By the end of 1949, Communist papers in China were printing editorials

stating that Tibet would soon be liberated from capitalist reactionaries

and returned to the motherland of the People's Republic of China.

The Chinese plan fur Invading Tibet started picking up momentum

early in 1950, and radio broadcasts about liberating Tibet frcm China

increased considerably. Mao Tse-t.ung also apparently sought to gain som

sort of backing for his invasion plans when he went to Moscow to bargain

with the Soviets in December of 1949. Nine weeks of hard bargaining from

December 1949 to February 1950 resulted in a thirty-year Sino-Soviet all-

iance against Japan or any other power allied with Japan. This treaty

Sprovided the newly-formed regime in China the shield behind which to re-
9

assert China's control over border areas.

Early in Harch of 1950, reports from Hong Kong, quoting Radio

Peking, stated that General Chu Teh, the leader of Communist China's

Army, had called upon the Tibetan people to build roads so that Chinese

Communist troops could march into Tibet. The same report also stated that

a delegation of Tibetan left-wing leaders had visited General Chu Teh and

handed him a letter expressing the desire of the Tibetan people for early
11

liberation. Radio Peking's broadcasts about liberating Tibet had begun

in late 1949, and continued at a frequent p=-e. These broadcasts were

heard in Lhasa, eastern Tibet, and overseas. A3 the fateful Iron Tiger

Year progressed, these broadcasts bacme more frequent and the tone became
increasingly more threatening; those who heard and understood their mean-

12
ing were indeed troubled.

Disturbing reports about Chinee Communist troop concentrations

along Tibet's eastern and northeastern borders started coming into Lhws

early in 1950. Lhalu, the governor of eastern Tibet, reported to Lhaa
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Sthat the Chinese were moving up strong forces and massing them along

Tibet's eastern border. At about the same time, reports and rumors cir-

r,1 culating in the towns of eastern Tibet were even more disturbing to the

Tibetan government. All passing travellers spoke of "new Chinese" troops

that had entered eastern Kham near Kanting, and of other detachments

that had been sighted in Kandze.

Whezves these reports were troubling to the government officials

in Lhasa, which was 400 miles and at least three weeks away on foot, the

the people in Khm were not all that troubled because this was nothing

new to the people of this region. Throughout history, the armies of war-

J ring Chinese warlords had often crossed over into Tibet either to avoid

defeat or to gain advantage of the rough terrain of this region. As man-

tioned above, even the armies of Moo Tse-tung had passed through this

13
region during their historic Long March. For this reason, few in Chamdo

believed that there was any reason to worry. Moreover, the reports about

the good behavior of the Communist troops umazed everybody. This good

conduct was in sharp contrast to the conduct of the Nationalist troops

in Kanting during the last days of the Chiang Kai-shek government. Al-

though most people in Khau were not unduly worried about these Chinese

troop concentrations, the top echelon of the Tibetan government was just
14

beginning to realise the gravity of the situation. The true intention

of the Caouiists were beginning to come into focus.

On May 10, 1950, Robert Ford, the official radio operator at

Chamdo, was receiving coded signals from his outstation at the town of
15

Denko. The signals were coming in loud and clear when suddanly, as Ford

recalled later, the radio crackled, there was a pause and the Denko oper-

ator cow on the air and haltingly said 'The Chinese are here." Than the

Q
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Danko station went dead. This message confirmed that the Chinese had

crosed the Yangtse into Tibetan territory; Ford immediately informed

the governor and was instructed to relay the message to Lhasa.

Lhalu's messages about the events in eastern Tibet shook the be-

r" iucracy in Lhasa, and a meeting of the Tsongdu, the Natiott Assembly,

was immediately c-invened. This was to be the first of many meetings of
16

this body in the ensuing months. Most of the members realised that this

was the most serious threat Tibet had faced from the east because the

comunism that h'd conquered China threatened the very ideals of the

Tibetan state. The National Assembly agreed unanimously that since Tibet

was unable to defend herself against an attack from China, delegations

should be sent to Great Britain, the United States, India, and Nepal to

ask for help. It was also hoped that knowledge of this action would deter
17

China from attacking, if only temporarily. Before these delegations

left Lhasa, telegrams were sent to the respective governments informing

them ubout the threat to Tibet and the Tibetan government's intention to

send the delegations. Simultaneously, new troops were raised and parades

and military exercises were carried out, the Dalai Lam himself consecra-
18

ting the army's colors.

The replies to these telegram were very disheartening to the
Tibetan government. While ihe British government expressed its deepest

sympathy and concern for Tibet, it declined to offer any real assistance,

ostensibly due to the geographical isolation of Tibet and because Britain

had already quit India. The United States refueed to receive the Tibetan

delegation, but also expressed its deepest sympathy for Tibet and stated

that the United States was unable to help due to the geographical location
19

of Tibet. The Indian government made it clear that it would give no mil.

• - '-
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tary aid to Tibet. It advised the Tibetans not to offer any armed resist-

ance, but to open negotiations for a peaceful settlement on the basis of

the Simla Convention of 1914, a ctwvention, which as already mentioned,

China had never ratified. India also stated that Tibet could not in any

case rely upon shipments of ar.m across Indian territory as she had done
20

in the past. This greatly disheartened the Tibetan government. Finally,

Nepal which had a treaty of mutual security with Tibet, was unable to

help Tibet in any way because of the ongoing revolution against the can-
21

tuary-old autocracy in Nepal. While all these telegrams were flowing

into Lhasa, the situation in eatern Tibet was becoming even more tense.

The situation was complicated by the fact that Lhasa had only sent vague

instructions to the governor there to take some steps to delay or deter

the impending invasion.

Lhalu, the governor of eastern Tibet, was an able and determined

man, and on receiving the disturbing news from Denko, he reacted immedia-

tely. Two scouts were dispaLched to Denko to assess the intruder's stren-

gth, and a third courier was dispatched to inform Muha Dedpon, one of the

best commanders in the Tibetan aray, who was stationed north of Chamdo

with four hundred men along the border between Kham and Tsinghai.

Four days later the scouts returned from the two hundred and forty

mile roundtrip with the news that Denko was quiet, but occupied by some

six hundred Chinese troops. Two days later, .Hus Oedpon arrived at Chamdo

with his men, and Lhalu planned to send them to recapture Denko. Within

a week, Huha's force was supplemented with another two hundred men who had

been hastily recruited from the local Khamas. It was a week of fear and

tension in Chaudo, and all travellers coming from the north and the east
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aroused interset in Chamdo, everyone cluttering around them to listen to

any news they may have; and there was apprehension that the next dust

cloud in the northern horizon might herald the arrival of the Chinese

army. After a week of rest and preparation, Muha Dedpon started his six

hundred men on a gruelling forced march to Denko, determined to push the
22

Chinese out of Tibetan territory. The Chinese army was about to expe-

rience the first of the few acts of resistance they would meet in their

invasion of Tibet.

In the last days of March, 1950, the battle of Denko was fought

and won by Muha and his men, but very few people ever heard of it. Muha

started the attack at miday and ran into a well-entrenched end superiorly

armed enemy. The Chinese held off the attack for three hours and almost

forced %Jha to contemplate retreat. In his final attempt, Huha ordered

his resorve force of newly-recruited Khampas to attack, and that turned

the tide in his favor. The Khampas attacked with reckless abandon and

penetrated the Chinese defenses. A furiuus battle raged for several hours

and the fighting died down only after dark. When Muha finally was able to

enter the village, the extent of the bloodshed shocked him. Ancient hat-

red for the Chinese was so strong that the Khampsas had not taken a single

prisoner. A search for a single surviving Chinese proved futile.

The victory at Denko was celebrated at Chamdo, but the fear of

retaliation by the Chinese quickly dampened all joy, and anxiety took

over. The travel time for news from Chsmdo to reach Kalimpong was about

three to four weeks, and before this news from Denko ever reached the out-

side world, the Korean War broke out on June 25, 1950, and eclipsed the

importance of all news coming from Tibet. Once again, events in Tibet had

been forced to fade into the background.



While these events occurred in eastern Tibet, activities in

Lhasa were beginning to pick up also. The Tibetan government set to work

feverishly to reorganize tht army under the supervisiun of a cabinet

minister. The meadows around Lhasa were turned into training areas, anr,

new units were raised, some of which were financed by private citizens.

The army's role was transformed from an ancient ceremonial one to an ac-

tive military one, but the lack of organisation, weapons and ammunition

was acutely felt. After these hurried preliminary preparations, some

troops were sent out to strengthen the defenses in eastern Tibet and to

garrison important towns along the main routes leading to Lhasa.

The government also launched a spiritual drive to invoke the reli-

gious sentiments of its people, hoping to boost morale. More people than

ever streamed to the religious festivals and new prayer wheels and prayer

flags were set up everywhere. The people truly believed that their rock-
23

like faith in Buddhism would be enough to protect their independence.

However, all this religious fervor did little to stop the threatening

broadcasts of Radio Peking, nor did it slacken the build-up of communist

troops along Tibet's eastern and northern borders.

Every caravan coming from the east to Chamdo brought news about

the continued massing of Chinese troops along the border. Then one mor-

ning, word was received that large detachments of Chinese troops had en-

tered Batang. All during this time, Lhasa had not issued any 3pecific or-

ders to its governor in Chamdo. Soon rumors about an eminent uprising

against Chinese rule in the ethnically Tibitan provinces if Tsinghai and

Sikang by the Khampas under the leadership of the rich Pangda Tsang bro-

1thers, filled eastern Tibet. It was rumored that the Pangda Tsang brothers

were planning to attack the Tsinghai and Sikang provinces and assert Tibe-

S. . .....
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tan control over the whole area. Their long-term plan was ultimately to

create an autonomous Kham by revolting against the rule from Lhasa.

News about Chinese intentions to supply the Khampas with arms if

they would wage war against the Lhase government started circulating. It

seemed that the Chinese wanted to widen the rift between the Lhasa gov-

eminent and the Khampas by exploiting the Khampas' desire for an indepen-

dent Kham. An offer of arms to fight for this cause, even if it came from

the hated Chinese, would probably have been accepted. This completely

altered the plan of the Pangda Tseang brothers, and they were convinced

that now was the time for unity between Lhasa, Kham and Amdo. One of the

brothers, Rapgya, went to Chamdo to open negotiations with the Tibetan

governer and with Lhasa via the radio. They also dispatched to India a

missionary named George Patterson who had been working for them, to in-

form the world about the Chinese intention and to gain support for the
24

Tibetan cause.

During this period, Chinese activity increased considerably in

Amdo. As a res'lc, one of the main allies of the Pangda Tsang brothers

defected to the communists and was made the deputy governor of the region.

The Dalai Lama's brother, Thubten Norbu, who was a monk at the Kumbun

monastery in Amdo, was also approached by the Chinese and promised the

governer-generalship of Tibet if he could persuade the Dalai Lama to ac-

cept Chinese domination. Although Thubten had repeatedly refused the Chi-

nese offer, he soon realised that uoless he agreed, his life would be en-

dangered. Planning to warn the central government of Chinese intentions
25

and then flee to India, he headed for Lhasa.

By August 195O, the situation in Tibet had become very tense, and

in the eastern province of Kham, it was even worse. Chinese troop concen-



trations along the Yangtse river made their intention crystal clear. Re-

ports about the monasteries of Amdo being sacked and defiled were bro-

ught by travellers coming to Chamdo. During this same time, a monk named

Geds arrived in Chamdo from the east, seeking permission to proceed to

Lhasea. It soon was suspected that he was a Chinese emissary who had come

to espouse the Chinese cause of "liberating" Tibet peacefully. Within a

few days, this monk died in Chamdo under mysterious conditions, and his

body, contrary to tradition, was burnt immediately. There was specula-

tion of foul play, and the true mission of this monk or the circumstances
26

of his death were never determined. It was later confirmed by the Chi-

f nese that this monk was a Chinese subject, and held a high rank. If he

had reached Lhasa and been given an audience with the Dalai Lama, the

course of history may have been different. Being a high-ranking Chinese

official, this man may have swayed the Dalai Lama's opinion by offering

0some sort of agreeable term to the Dalai Lama.

Meanwhile in Lhasa, the air was r-ra charged with tension and an-

xiety. News from the eastern provinces came in codes and spoke of the

massing of Chinese troops along the border. The evil omers that had been

observed were common gossip and even the Dalai ,.ame, although still in

his minority, was kept informed of th-so strange events. The govern-

ment's diplomatic efforts of appeal having failed, the people were incre-

asingly resigned to the prospect of defeat. Public morale, which had been

raised by invoking their religious beliefs, was again declining, and

those who understood the situation knew that their religious belief alone

would not be sufficient to stop the Communist army.

At this crucial time, the governor of eastern Tibet had to be

changed because his tenure was over. The new governor was not familiar
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with events and the situation in Kham; and although his ancestors were

noblest his qualities as a governor, as compared to Lhalu, were conei-

dered to be doubtful. This man, Ngabo Ngawang Jigme, subsequently was

branded by many as a Chinese collaborator and a traitor, and his inte-
29

grity remains a cotroversial topic even today.

While the events inside Tibet were taking sinister shape, con-

flicting reports about Chinese intentions townrds Tibet started to ap-

pear in international news. Early in August of 1950, reports from HoRig

Kong quoted Radio Peking as saying that Communist General Liu Po-cheng,

who was the chairman of thb 3outhwest China Military Affairs Commission,

had made a disclosure while opening the first plenary session of the

Southwest China Military and Administrative Committee in Chungking on

July 27, 1950, in which he said that his forces were sbout to march into
30

Tibet. On August 1, 1950, the Commander-in-Chief of the PLA, General

Chu Teh stated in his Red Army Day speech that China was determined to

liberate Tibet. On August 15, the Indian High Commissioner in London,

Mr. V.K. Krishna Menon stated that the Indian government was using its

good offices in Peking in the hope of moderating Chinese action in Tibet.

On August 19, a report from Calcutta indicated-that the Tibetan delega-

tion, which was headed for Peking by way of Hong Kong to discuss the

Tibetan issue, had been denied visas to Hong Kong by the British govern-

ment, and were still in Kalimpong. As early as August, there were ample

indications that the Chinese had serious plans about invading Tibet, and

they made no secret of their intention. Even Mr. Menon, who was probably

Prime Minister Nehru's closest confident, seemed to be aware of the fact
31

that the Chinese intended to use force in Tibet.

During the last week of August, increasing political dissension
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"within government circles was causing. concern to the Tibetan government.

Government officials disagreed as to what the Tibetan response should be

to meet the Chinese threat, and two factions emerged from this conflict.

One faction demanded that Tibet should seek outside assistance and fight

the Chinese; the other proposed that the Tibetan giverrament seek a peace-

ful settlement of the impending dispute. Reports revealed that the cLi-

nese had massed a hundred thousand troops, with several hundred thousand

more available, along the Tibetan border with Sinkiang, Tsinghai, and

Szechwan provonces. Thesu reports also indicated that the government in

Lhasa had done what it could to strengthen its defenses, and Nagchuka, a

Tibetan outpost nine days march from Lhasa, had been strengthened and

the defense minister, Ragashar, was visiting this sector.

These war jitters in Tibet were also felt in the Indian Foreign

Office, and at this crucial moment, India suddenly removed her represent-

ative in Lhasa, Mr. H.E. Richardson, a British national and an expert on

the situation in Tibet, and appointed an Indian doctor, Mr. S. Shine, in
32

his place. The Indian government no longer wanted to keep a British

national as its representative in Tibet, probably because of the fear

that a foreign national might disclose facts haimful to the interests of

the Indian government. The last days of August were filled with confusing

reports about the turbulence inside Tibet and it was difficult to ascer-

tain the true situation.

Tsepon Shakabpa, the leader of the official mission to China, an-

nounced on August 21, in Kulimpong, that his delegation would now be hold-

ing talks with the Chinese Ambassedor in New Delhi to settle the political

status of Tibet. This delegation had intended to proceed to Peking, but
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%,,re denied visas to Hong Kong by the British government. Another report

from Srinagar, in northern India, on Auguswt 23, stated that tribesman

arriving there said that the Chinese had turned Sinkiang province into
33

an armed camp in preparation for invading Tibet. On August 24, a news

release from New Delhi revealed a report from Radio Pakistan which quo-

ted a broadcast from Radio Peking as saying that Chinese Communist army

units had crossed the border into Tibet from Tsinghai province. This re-

port also made Deference to a dispatch from Taipei to the effect that

Chinese Nationalist guerillas on mainland China had reported two commu-

nist armies marching into Tibet- one from Tsinghai province, and the

other from Szechwan province. It was becoming increasingly more evident

that the Chinese were massing unusually large number of troops along the

eastern and western borders of Tibet. Surprisingly, at the same time,
34

Nehru remarked that no such invasion had occurred or was imminent. It

is not known whether Nehru was telling the truth or was deliberately

diverting attention from the Chinese actions in Central Asia, and this

question has continued to elude all those who have studied this period.

If Nehru's policies throughout the 1950's are correct indicators, his

statements look like a deliberate cover up aimed to win over Chinese

friendship.

On August 26, 1950, in a speech broadcast from his home at West-

erham-on-Kent, Winston Churchill warned that a new communist attack ag-
35

ainst Tibet might come soon. A good indication that the British knew

well in advance that China was about to invade Tibet. Finally on August

30, a reliable source in New Delhi stated that the Chinese government

had informed India that it was willing to settle the question of Tibet

peacefully through negotiations in New Delhi. This report also revealed

I RM 4
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that China had authorised its newly-appointed ambassador to India, Gene-

ral Yuan Chung-hsien, toW carry on ttlks with the Tibetan delegation.

General Yuan was expected to arrive in New Delhi on September 10, 1950,
36

and the talks were expected to begin in the third week of September.

During the first week of September, it came to light that the

Tibetan delegation was to meet with Nehru before it started the talks

with the Chinese Ambassador. Details of the discussions with Nehru have

never come to light, but judging from India's budding friendship with

China it is most likely that he advised the Tibetans to seek a pear'aful

agreement with the Chinese. Then suddenly on September 5, it was disclo-

sed in Delhi that the Tibetan delegation would hold only preliminary

talks in India with the Chinese Ambassador and thon proceed to Peking

as it was understood that on August 24 the British had withdrawn their

objection to granting the Tibetans visas to Hong Kong. The British lifted

thiir objection probably because the Chinese made it known that they

would now receive the Tibetan delegation. The most likely reason for this

action seems to be that at about this time even China was being forced

by events to decide how to gain recognition of Chinese sovereignty over

Tibet- by peaceful negotiations or by force. Events in Korea, the defeat

of the North Korean army and the rapid approach of the United Nations

force towards the Chinese border, was putting pressure on the Chinese

leaders to make a decision on the Tibetan issue. This report even hinted

that the possiblity of a Chinese invasion of Tibet was now remote and a

peaceful settlement was just around the corner." It was further disclosed
37

Mr. Nehru had urged Peking to deal moderately with Tibet.

During the last week of September, reports and rumors reaching

Kalimpong indicated that minor border clashes between the Chinese and
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the Tibetans had taken place in eastern Tibet, and a Chinese attempt to

infiltrate Denko had been foiled. Furthermore, another news dispatch

dated October 2, 1950, from New Delhi stated that the Chinese Ambassador

had refused to conclude a pact in New Delhi, and the Tibetans alleged

that Peking would not give its envoy in India the power to negotiate the

issue. Judging from events, it seems that China decided to invade Tibet

after evaluating the arguments of the Tibetan delegation during the dis- .

cussions in New Delhi. The decision was probably made when Chinese lea-

ders perceived that Chinese sovereignty over Tibet could not be imposed

through peaceful negotiations.

Meanwhile in Chamdo, the new governor, Ngabo, had arrived surroun-

ded by all the ceremony due to his rank. He had requested permission to

take over the full powers of the governor from Lhasa, and taken over from
38

Lhalu. The month of September was engaged in greeting and acquainting

the new governor with the state of affairs. On October 6, 1950, a big

prayer ceremony preceded the great market at Chamdo, and that day the

word "Gya-mi", meaning Chinese was heard unusually often in the market

place. The merchants who had come from the east were more loquacious than

usual. After the market everyone went his way unaware that more than a1] hundred thousand Chinese troops stationed along the entire Sino-Tibetan

border had already received orders to invade Tibet.

THE INVASION

Preparations for the invasion of Tibet formally got underway as

soon as the communists came to power in China. Three significant factors

give a clear picture of the detailed planning involved for this campaign.

Firstly, to consolidate their power within China, the communists carried

..A'
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out intensive campaigns to crush local opposition in Sinkiang, Tsinghai,
40

and Szechwan provinces, the three provinces adjoining Tibet, as soon

as they came to power. Second, the PLA stationed along the Tibetan border

were given mountain warfare training since late 1949. Finally, Communist
41

cadres were trained in Tibetan language and customs. By subduing the

local dissent along the provinces surrounding Tibet, the Chinese ensured

that their lines or communications would not be cut off once the troops

entered Tibet. The rugged terrain of Tibet would need specially trained

troops. In order to avoid alienating the religious Tibetans, a polished

cadre was essential to win over the people.

The Chinese had massed about 120,000 troops for the invasion. In

the east, under General Chang l(uo-hua 50,000 troops were poised-to move

into Tibet. In the northern province of Tsinghai, another 40,000 troops

were positioned north of Jeykundo. Two thousand miles away, in the pro-

vince of Sinkiang, another 30,000 men were also standing by to attack,

and had received their detailed instructions from Peking.

General Wang (full name unknown), commander of the PLA in Sikang

whose headquarters was at Dergue, had received orders to attack on Octo-

ber 6, 1950. That night, under cover of darkness, the communist troops
42

crossed the Yangtse at several places end proceeded to their objectives.

The garrison at Denko under the command of Huha Dedpon, put up a brave

fight against overwhelming odds, but they knew that ultimately they

would lose. Sixty miles to the south, hundreds of Chinese troops crossed

the Yangtse and completely surprised the garrison guarding the ferry

crossing at Markham Druga. Thousands of communist troops were quickly

ferried over into the province of Kham. At the same time, a hundred and

thirty miles further south, another large contingent of Chinese troops
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crossed the Yangtse and split into two forces. One force headed fnr

Chamdo, and the second group marched towards Markham Gartok, the only

strong Tibetan post south of Chamdo. (See Map VIfor the invasion of Kham).

In the northern province of Tsinghai, three separate Chinese

forces entered Kham on the night of October 6, 1950. One crossed the

Yangtse 20 miles north of Denko and headed south. The second force headed

south from Jeykundo and aimed at cutting off any Tibetan forces retreat-

ing from Denko and Rangsum. The third force moved into Tibet from Nang-

chen and went towards Riwoche to sever the route from Chamdo to Lhasa.

Two thousand miles away, 30,000 troops in Sinkiang province star-

ted their campaign from the town of Khotan with western Tibet as their

objective. They started their arduous and dangerous journey of crossing

the Kunlun mountains and then crossing the Aksai Chin desert, the terri-

ble region described as the "frozen sea" by Marco Polo. The Chinese com-

pletely surprised both the Tibetans and the world by this move because

not only was the desert coosidered impassable for a modern army, but also

because Aksai Chin was Indian territory and no one believed that the Chi-

nese would dare offend India. India at that time was their closest ally

in Asia, and such a violation of India's territory could jeopardize Sino-

Indian relations. (See Map VIlfor the invasion of Tibet)

On October 7, heavy fighting continued at Denko where the Tibet-,

tans had prevented a crossing during the night. Rangsum had fallen, as

had Markham Drugs and Markham Gartok, but the garrison had withdrawn to

the first pass on the way to Chamdo and there the Tibetans prepared to

block the Chinese.

At Denko and the pass southwest of Rangsum, heavy fighting con-

tinued throughout the day of October 8, but two days of fighting against

I.
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overwhelming adds and against an army equipped with supericr weapons had

its effects on the men. That night the Tibetan troops at the pass were

told by their commander to disband, and everybody was told to save him-
43

self. Thus the route from Rangsum to Chamdo lay wide open to the Chi-

nese after the night of October 8, 1950.

That same fateful day, a news dispatch from Hong Kong reported

that communist troops had entered northern Tibet. This news was also

heard over the Chinese Communist radio, according to a news release from

London. However, that same day, the Chinese embassy in New Delhi, which

had been the focal point of the Tibetan issue for months, denied reports
44

about the Chinese invasion of Tibet. The Indian representative in Lhasa,

who was still rnw at his job, actually did not know the facts until many

days later and so failed to inform his government. The lack of timely and

accurate reports flowing into New Delhi and the ambiguous news releases

from the Indian government created a very confusing picture about the

situation in Tibet.

Although the Chinese had started their invasion in eastern Tibet

on the night of October 6, news about the invasion never reached Chamdo

until the night of October 10, and did not reach Lhasa until ten days
45

after the invasion began. The governor of Kham continued to attend re-

ligious functions and administer the affairs of his region, ignorant of

the impending disaster. On the night of October 10, a lone rider brought
46

the news of the invasion to the governor. Chamdo woke up on October 11,

to the terrible news that Rangaum, Markham Druga, and Markham Gartok had

fallen, and that the Chinese were converging on Chamdo. What had happened

to Muha Dedpon at Denko was unknown. This caused a minor panic as well as
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a demonstration by the local inhabitants to show resoluteness to resist

the Chinese.

The central government in Lhasa was still in the dark as to what

was happening in its eastern region. Even though the Indian government

had so far denied any knowledge of the Chinese invasion, a Calcutta news

release dated October 11, surprisingly reported that Chinese Communists

C. had invaded Tibet across her eastern border and penetrated 50 miles ag-

47
ainst some opposition- this news had come to Calcutta from Kalimpong.

News about Tibet coming out of Calcutta was usually more recent and re-

liable than that coming out of New Delhi because Calcutta was closer to

Kalimpong than was Delhi, and also Calcutta was the chief port of entry

for people and goods destined for Tibet.

To this day, there is little known of the events that took place

in Chamdo during those next few turbulent days, and the picture still re-

mains vague. Based on what available information there is, it appears

that Ngsbo, although he had assured the demonstrators on October 11 that

he would stand up and fight, had secretly dispatched a message to Lhasa

asking the Tibetan government for permission to capitulate. The National

Assembly refused his request and ordered him to resist the Chinese. Many

sources have however reported that Ngabo, from his position of authority

as the governor, did little to organise any significant opposition to
48

the Chinese, and that he began to prepare for withdrawing to Lhasa.

This is borne out by the fact that on October 15, he su.ddenly abandoned

Charado and started to flee towards Lhasa, followed by a stream of offi-

cials and soldiers. The Khapas wanted to fight and had begged Ngabo to

be supplied with arms and ammunition from the government arsenal, but the

governor had the armory blown up. This caused anger and frqstration among
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the Khwmpas. No sooner had the governor and his officials abandoned

Chamdo then their houses were looted by local brigands. This continued

till the next day when Muha Dedpon arrived and put a stop to the looting.

Back at Denko, Muha had prevented the Chinese from crossing the

Yangtse for six days, but on the sixth day he was attacked by the force

that had crossed over twenty miles upstream. Realising thut he could not

resist the forces that had outflanked him, on the night of October 12,

without being detected he slipped out of Denko with his men .and headed

for Chamdo. he arrived at Chaado on the 16th and found that Kham had

been abandoned the previous day by the governor and his men. After put-

ting a stop to the looting in the town, he left behind a few soldiers

and headed out to find and persuade the governor that efficient resist-

ance could still stop the Chinese.

Meanwhile, a day's march out of Chamdo, Ngabo was informed that

a Chinese column, that had entered Tibet from Nangchen in the Tsinghai

province, had attacked Riwoche (also called Leiwuchi' and cut off the

route to Lhasa. Dejected and defeated, he and his entourage took refuge

in a lonely monastery and awaited the arrival of Chinese troops. It was

here that he was found by Muha and his follower&, now reinforced with a

detachment from Lhasa which Muha had encountered just outside of Chamdo.

Despite Muha's repeated pleas to either return to Chamdo and resist or

to break through the Chinese line blocking their withdrawal route and

head for Lhasa, Ngabo declined to resist and told Muhs that he tended

to await the arrival of the Chinese and then he would surrender. On Octo-

ber 17, a Chinese patrol came upon the monastery by accident, and Ngabo

surrendered along with 750 well-armed men and his British radio operator.
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His surrender effectively endeed Tibetan resistance to the Chinese inve-
49

sion after only ten days. After this, all accounto of Muha Dedpon stop,
I/h

and he probably was also forced to surrender to the Chinese along with

Ngabo. Ford was later charged by the Chinese with the rTurder of the monk

Gede who had died in Chamdo.

On tht. night of October 19, 1950, star shells and sky rockets

turned the midnight sky over Chamdo into day. The terror-stricken civi-

lians and the few remaining military men co•icluded that Chamdo was sur-

rounded and resistance was useless. Many deserted and fled out of town.

Only the next morning did the Tibetans realize that they had been tricked

by two small groups of Chinese armed with pyrotechnics. During the night,

the Chinese had infiltrated the town, and by morning Chaido was in Chi-
50

nose hands without a single shot having been fired. The provincial

capital of Kham had fallen, and this also marked the end of major Chinese
51

troop movements into Tibet till September 1951. The military portion

of the invasion of Tibet had for all intents and purposes ended.

Lacking in organisation, outnumbered 10 to 1 and fighting with

obsnlete weapons, the Tibetan army was no match for the experienced and

well-equipped Communist army. Taking advantage of the hostile terrain,

the Tibetans could have put up a stiff resistance, and this might have

delayed the invasion for months, especially with winter only weeks away.

Ngabo's surrender along with 750 of the best-armed Tibetan sol-

diers early in the invasion can be considered as the single most decisive

factor for the collapse of Tibetan resistance. Had these men been allowed

to put up a determined fight in eastern Tibet, it could have delayed the

Chinese for months; and the possibility of world attention being focused
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on the Tibetan cause and changing the course of events in Tibet cannot

be ruled out.all together.

Lhass's lack of efforts to gain world recognition of the indepen-

dent political status of Tibet provided the necessary incentive for the

Comuunists to invade with impunity. The manner in which India declined

to back the Tibetans, despite the fact that India had continued to enjoy

the treaty privileges acquired by the British rule in India, illustrated

that during a time of crisis Tibet was abandoned by those whom she consi-

dered to be her most ardent supporters.

WORLD REACTION

India's co~mJoo 2000-mile long border with Tibet made it necessary

for her to maintain a continuous interest in Tibet. However, Indian Prime

Minister Nehru felt that Sino-Indian friendship was essential for peace

and stability in the region, and this feeling far outweighed, in import-

ance, traditional ties with Tibet. Indian foreign policy directly reflec-

ted India's quest for friendship with Communist China. This attitude com-

bined with the reported advice of India's Ambnssador to China, Sardar K.

M. Panikkar, not to oppose Chinese annexation of Tibet, had a great deal
52

of impact on Indian reactions to the Chinese invasion.

As already mentioned, news of events in Tibet tooks weeks to re-

ach the international community, and it was usually through India. Until

October 16, 1950, Tibetan officials in Kalimpong were still denying re-

ports about the Chinese invasion. Strangely enough, although New Delhi

maintained radio links with Lhasa and Peking, as late as October 16 In-

dian officials repeatedly stated that the invasion reports had not been

confirmed by their representatives in Peking or Lhasa. Whether India
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was deliberately concealing China's actions or s•he in fact was not aware

of the truth has never been clearly established, but India has never

chauqed this statement.

On October 21, a memorandum was delivered to the Chinese Foreign

Ministry by the Indian Ambassador to Peking stating inter alia that "a

military action at the present time against Tibet will give those coun-

tries in the world which are unfriendly to China, a handle for anti-Chi-

nose propoganda at a crucial and delicate juncture in international of-

fairs." The Chinese ignored this memorandum as their forces had already

been commited in Tibet since the 6th of October. On October 25, a Peking

/j broadcpst monitored in Tokyo, said that the communist army's "liberation"
move into Tibet was disclosed in a dispatch of October 24 from Chungking,

China. The dispatch said:

A political mobilization directive to the People's (Communist)
Army Units, which have been ordered to advance into Tibet to free
3,000,000 Tibetans from imperialist oppression and to consolidate
the national defenses of the western borders of China, has been
issued jointly by the Southwest China Bureau of the Communist Party
of China, the southwest military area, and the headquarters of the
Second Field Army.

By this dispatch, the Chinese admitted that their forces had invaded
54

Tibet. After being assured of the collapse of the Tibetan resistance

movement, the Chinese government had finally disclosed to the world that

her troops had indeed advanced into Tibet.

Up to this time, the Indian Foreign Ministry was able to admit

only that it had reports of certain troop movements and incursions by

Chinese Communists along the Sino-Tibetan border. It seemed obvious that

the Indian government was still trying to conceal Chinese activities

within Tibet.

On October 26, a dispatch from Peking received by a leftist news-
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paper in Hong Kong, reported that the Tibetans had decided to surrender

to the Chinese and negotiate for as much autonomy as possible. This dis-

patch also said that the negotiations would be conducted within the

framework of the proposal which China had sent to Lhasa three days ear-

lier and before the Radio Peking announcement of October 25.

After the receipt of the Chinese proposal, the Tibetan govern-

ment ordered its delegation, which had been in New Delhi for six weeks,

to proceed to Peking at once to negotiate with the Chinese. Private te-

legrams from the Tibetan Regent in Lhasa, received in London, indicated

that the Tibetan government had abandoned the hope of successful resist-

ance and would seek only to get the best terms it could. Advice from the

Foreign Ministry in London to the Indian government indicated that on

October 24, Britain had promised the Tibetan delegates transit facilities

through Hong Kong; the Chinese, however, had made it well known that they

did not want the delegation until they went to Peking on a surrender
55

basis. That same day, the Indian government dispatched another note to

Peking reiterating that the decision to order the advance of China's

troops into Tibet was most surprising and regretable to India.

On October 70, the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs sent a

sharp reply to India stating that Tibet was an integral part of Chinese

territory and the problem of Tibet was entirely a Chinese internal affair.

This reply also pointed out that the Central People's Government (CPG)

was exercising its sovereign rights, and that the regional autonomy gran-

ted by the Chinese government to the national minorities inside the coun-

try was an autonomy within the confines of Chinese sovereignty. This of

course was meant to apply to the Tibetans also.
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On October 31, the Indian government sent another note to China,

but this one was much less forceful than the note of October 26. This

note only suggested that in view of China's use of force in Tibet, the

Indian government was no longer in a position to advise the Tibetan de-

legation to proceed to Peking unless the Chinese government ordered its

troops to halt their advance into Tibet. This note concluded that the

government of India could only express its earnest hope that the Chinese

government would still prefer peaceful negotiations end settlement to a

solution under duress and by force. (See Appendix 8 for details of the

Notes exchanged between India and China on October 26, 29 and 31.) As

these notes were being exchanged between India and China, two officials

sent by Ngabo arrived in Lhasa to tell the Cabinet that he was a pri-

saner, to ask for authority to negotiate terms of peave, and also to

assure the Cabinet that the Chinese would not extend their rule over
56

more Tibetan territory. Taking into account the lack of world support

and the prevailing situation, this proposal was seriously considered

and finally approved by the Dalai Lama.

By October 31, 1950, the stand taken by many nations on the

question of Tibet had become quite clear. On October 28, according to a
57

report published in Pravda, the Russians hailed the return of freedom,

peace and democracy to Tibet and praised the Chinese troops for libera-

ting the oppressed masses of Tibet. Washington, London and Paris, on the

oth•.r hand, were concerned about the communist aggression which they

viewed as shocking and deplorable, and offered their utmost sympathy to-

wards the Tibetanes. However, at a time when the United States, Britain

and France were too busy in Korea, Malaya and Indochina, respectively,

these countries were not concerned enough to be willing to offer assist-
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ance or intervene thenmelves. Tibet after all was still far removed from
58

any vital nerve center of the Western World.

The Indian External Affairs Ministry disclosed on October 31,

that Tibet had asked India for diplomatic help and not military help. It

also stated that India was unlikely to sponsor Tibet's case in the United

Nations. Reports from the Indian representative in Lhasa, Dr.' S. Shina,

indicated the last reported location of Chinese troops to be Pemba (also

called Pienpa) about 200 miles east of Lhasa, and lying just east of the

strategic pass of Shargung La which was 16,700 feet high. The average

caravan march time from Pemba to Lhasa was four weeks, but this distance
59

could be covered by forced march on horseback in two weeks. Here again,

vague reports from India gave the impression that the situation in Tibet

was not all that bad, and this had an adverse effect on world reaction

from uniting for the Tibetan cause.

The first week of November was filled with unconfirmed rumors

about events in Tibet, and even the Indian representative in Lhasa re-

mained mysteriously quiet for a week. Reports that Chinese troops were

only 50 miles away from Lhasa were printed by The Christian Science Mon-

itor on November 4, 1950, and this report also mentioned that the Dalai

Lama and fifty Tibetan officials had left Lhasa for an undisclosed des-

tination. However, a report from Lhasa by Dr. Shina on November 5 broke

the silence. Shina's report disclosed that the Dalai Lama and his regent

were still in Lhasa, but the location of the Chinese invaders was not

very clear from his reoprt. His report a week earlier had mentioned that

the Chinese troops were within 250 air miles of Lhasa, but the November

5 message did not mention anything about this nor did it mention a second

Chinese column reported moving on Lhasa from the north. This force had

I t _
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earlier been reported to have captured Nagchuka, 150 air miles due north

of Lhasa. Indian officials summed up by saying that the Chinese army had

b: captured Lho Dzong on October 22, the Tibetans had withdrawn to Pemba,

and the Chinese troops had halted their forward push and were regrouping
6 60

after the capture of Chamdo. Even though the Indian government had

radio contact with Lhasa and an Indian representative was present there,

reports emanating from official sources in India were as vague as, if not

more so, than the Indian news media. This definitely had a tremendous

influence on world reaction to the Tibetan issue, as was later reflected

"during the voting in the United Nations.i While the world received conflicting reports about the events in

Tibet, the Tibetan Cabinet and the National Assembly was busy deciding

important issues. The Cabinet had consu]ted the State Oracle who had ur-

ged them tc Invest the Dalai Lama with the ruling powers necessary to

lead a united Tibet during these difficult times, and apparoached the

Dalai Lama with this prospect. Initially the Dalai Lama was hesitant to

take such extensive ruling powers while in minority, but when the National

Assembly convened and decided the same, and added its plea also, he ag-
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reed. Preparations for the ceremony were undertaken immediately.

The National Assembly now consulted the Oracle to make another

important decision concerning the Dalai Lama- whether he should remain

in Lhasa, and risk being there when the Chinese arrived, or leave. It was

"- decided that the Dalai Lama should leave Lhasa and go to the town of

Yatung. This would place the Dalai Lama near the Indian border and out

of personal danger.

By November 7, more nations voiced their view about the events

in Tibet. The Indian Prime Minister stated that he had no concern that
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the Chinese invasion of Tibet would spread the fighting into his own
country. The Prime Minister of Pakistan, for reasons unknown, declined

-to comment on the situation even though the massing of the Chinese troops

in western Tibet and the Sinkiang province placed large number of troops

very close to the border of Pakistan. Burmese information secretary, U

Thant, speaking over Radio Rangoon, stated that Burma was not overjoyed

with the situation and favored a non-aggression policy and that Burma
62

would not take sides. Tibet was being disowned by all her neighbors

during a time of crisis.

After the Tibetan Cabinet decided to put its case before the

United Nations, the government, through its delegation which had aban-

doned its abortive journey to Peking and was awaiting at Kalimpong, sent
63

an appeal to the world body. This appeal was received by the United

Nations Secretary-General Trygve Lie on November 13, 1950, and it reques-

ted the United Nations to intervene and help Tibet against the aggression.

After dispatching this appeal to the United Nations, the Dalai Lama was
64

pressed by his advisors to leave Lhasa, and he reluctantly agreed.

On November 15, when the Tibetan issue was brought up in the

United Nations, it was rather surprising that the delegate to the United

Nations from El Salvador, Dr. H.D. Castro, made the request to have the
65

Tibetan appeal put on the agenda. This request by El Salvador was ques-

tioned in the United Nations and some nations alleged that El Salvador

had acted under the influence of another government, but Dr. Castro st-

rongly denied this and said that his government was performing a duty
66

under the Charter of the United Nations. This seemed to be a valid ar-

gument because El Salvador considered tho Chinese invasion to be an act
N .
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of outright aggression by a bigger nation against a smaller one, and such

actions could occur to any small nation unless world opinion was brought

to bear against this trend. The ensuing discussion in the General Commi-

ttee of the General Assembly revealed the opinion and the stand of each

concerned power on the Tibetan issue. The stand taken by the British and

the Indian delegate were the most crucial ones.

"Mr. Young, the British delegate, proposed that since the commi-

ttee did not know what exactly was happening in Tibet, and since the

legal status c' Tibet was not clear, the Ei Salvador delegate's request

be deferred.

The Soviet delegate, Mr. Jacob A. Malik, seconded the British

proposal, and added that Tibet was an inalienable part of China and so

its affairs were China's exclusive concern. He ridiculed the El Salvador

delegate for not citing any international instrument to support his ar-

gument. Stating that since the United States, Britain and Russia had

recognized China's sovereignty over Tibet for a long time, the United

Nations would be violating China's internal affairs by considering the

Tibetan problem4 and if it did so, he would vote for the outright rejec-

tion of the Tibetan problem. Malik's claim that-the United States, Britain

and Russia had recognized China's sovereignty over Tibet does not have

any basis as can be seen from the ensuing discussions.

The Jam Saheb of Nawanagar, delegate of India, expressed his de-

sire not to give an opinion on the problem and believed that the Tibetan

question could still be settled by peaceful negotiations without endan-

gering the autonomy of Tibet. He, therefore, proposed that the idea of

including the Tibetan issue on the agenda of the General Assembly be aban-

doned for the time being. His referral to Tibetan autonomy is very ambi-
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gious and reflects the typical attitude of the Indian government in re-

gard to the Tibetan question.

The delegate of Nationalist China, Mr. Liu Chieh, opposed putting

the Tibetan appeal on the agenda as a separate item, because he pointed

out that Tibet had been a part of China for seven hundred years and was

still a part of China. He thought, however, that the Tibetan appeal

should be discussed, but under the heading of Chinese complaint of Soviet

aggression on China. As already mentioned, the Chinese, whether Nation-

alist or Communist, considered Tibet as part of China, this was possibly

the only issue on which both agreed.

Mr. Ernest Gross, the United States delegate, voted for adjourn-

ment in view of the fact that the interested party, India, had told the

General Committee that it hoped for a peaceful and honorable settlement

of the Tibetan question. He also mentioned that had it been otherwise,

he would have voted for the inclusion of the item on the General Assembly
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agenda. India's opinion seemed to have made the important change in the

decision of the United States.

On November 24, the General Committee of the General Assembly

postponed indefinitely the discussion on the request of the El Salvador
68

delegate because of Indin's comment. Hoping against hope, the Tibetan

delegation again sent a cablegram to the United Nations on November 28,
69

to urge the immediate discussion of its appeal. On December 8, it sent

still another cablegram to the world body voicing great surprise and re-

gret and expressed its wish to send a delegation to Lake Success to pre-

sent its case while the Chinese Communist delegate was also there in

connection with the Korean issueý It also expressed its willingness to

NH
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receive any investigation party to be dispatched by the United Nations.

A point of interest at this stage is that the United Nationu never res-

ponded to these later appeals from the Tibetan government.

The rejection of the Tibetan appeal by the United Nations was a

grievous blow to the Dalai Lama's government. The Dalai Lame felt that

not only did nobody offer military help to Tibet, but also the friends
71

cf Tibet had not helped them to present their plea for justice.

In the meantime, in Tibet, in accordance with the prophecies of

the oracles, tht 'ai Lame assumed full ruling powers on November 17,

one and one half year ahead of schedule, in order to guide his imperial

realm in a time of grave crisis. Traditionally, the Dalai Lama assumed

full powers at the age of eighteen, but the present Dalai Lama had just

turned sixteen on June 6, 1950, according to the Chinese method of ztc-

koning, which counted birthdays from the day of birth instead of from

the first anniversary as the westerners do. This action in Lhasa was ex-

pected to bring about unity inside Tibet a -1 at the same time would be

a set-back to the Chinese-sponsored Panchen Lama, who had been the his-
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torical rival of the Dalai Lama. The guarded optimism generated by the

Lalsi Lama's assumption oF full power was countbered by the arrival of

more bad news.

About thi-s time, Thubten, who had left Kumbun in August, arrived

in Lhasa and informed the Dalai Lama about Chinese activities and atro-
73

cities in his region. His reports clenrly indicated that the Chinese

were making a point of destroying the mornasteries as soon as they moved

into an arepo

The last week of November was full of activities to prepare for

the, move of the Dalai Lama to Yatung. in Lhasa, daily caravans of heavily
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laden mules were seen leaving the town in the charge of members of the

Dalai Lama's bodyguard, apparently transferring his treasures to safety

across the border into Sikkim. During this same time, this event made

news in New York and London, and some reports indicated that as much as

5000 pounds of gold crossed into Sikkim.

By this time, the Chinese had also started their judisdriction

in eastern Tibet, and they pressed their first murder charge against a

captured employee of the Tibetan government. On December 4, 1950, Robert

Ford, the British radio operator who had been captured at Chamdo, was

accused of poisoning Geda, the deputy Chairman of Sikang provincial gov-
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ernment council, according to the New China News Agency. Whether Ford

had actually poisoned Geda or the Chinese were making a scapegoat of him

is not known.

Despite many rumors spread from Kalimpong about the progress of

the Chinese army, no farther advance was undertaken duiing the winter

after Shargung La pass in eastern Tibet was seized. However, the Chinese

bad made their deepest penetration in western Tibet and captured Rudok

aod Gartok. From these vantage points, they were able to control the west-

ern passes to India and make a quick drive to Shigatse from the west.

Now the prospect of the Dalai Lama's escape route to India being cut off

by the Chinese looked ominous. Depressed and dejected, the Dalai Lama
75

prepared to leave Lhasa.

Before he left Lhasa, the Dalai Lama appointed two Prime Ministers,

Losang Tashi, a high ranking monk official, and Lukhangwa, a veteran and

experinced lay administrator. He gave them full authority and made them

jointly responsible for running the country in his absence. He told them
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to refer to him only matters of the highest importance. On December 19,

the Dalai Lama left Lhasa and headed for Yatung near the Indian border.

He had an escort of forty nobles and a guard of some two hundred hand-

picked and well-armed soldiers. His belongings were carried by 1500 pack

animals. He passed theough Gyantse, and sixteen days after leaving Lhasa
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reached Yatung where he set tip a provisional government. A service of

couriers was established between Lhasa and the provisional government.

The next major development in-the invasion of Tibet was the ap-

pointment of a delegation by the Dalai Lama to negotiate with the Chinese.

Although it had been rumored as early as November 28 that Lhasa had ap-

pointed a delegation to negotiate peace with the invading communists,

the Dalai Lama had only given Ngabo the authority he requested by sending

back to Chanmdo one of the officials that had brought the request with

the decision that Ngabo was to open negotiations on the firm condition

that the Chinese armies would not advance any "further into Tibet. Then

early in 1951, the Chinese Ambassador to India conveyed to the Tibetan

government that they should send their delegation to Peking. The Dalai

Lama then appointed four more officials to assist Ngabo in the negotia-
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tions to be held in Peking.

Ngabo Ngawang Jigme and his party of Khenching Thubten Lekmon

and Rimshi Sampho proceeded from Charado via Chengtu to Peking. From

Yatung, assistant representative Ozasa Khemey and Khentrung Thupten

Tender with interpreters Taklha Say and Sadu Rinchen left for Peking

via Calcutta and Hong Kong, furnished with the necessary credentials as

representatives of the Tibetan government. Ngabo and his party reached

Peking on April 22, 1951, and Khemey and his group arrived on the 26th.

On April 29, 1951, the negotiations started with Li Wei-han as the chief

I2•
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delegate for the Chinese government and Chang Ching-wu, Chang Kuo-hua,
79

and Sun Chin-yuan as his assistants.

Upon the conclusion of negotiations on May 23, 1951, an agreement

was signed and it contained seventeen articles. This agreement, called

the Agreement on Measures for the Peaceful Liberation of Tibet, is pop-

pularly called the Seventeen-Point Agreement.

The Seventeen-Point Agreement contained six major provisions, and

they were:

(1) It called for Tibet to return to the big family of the Mother-
land-- the People's Republic of China.
(2) It stated that the Tibetan people had the right to exercise re-
gional autonomy under the leadership of the central government.
(3) It guaranteed that the central government would not alter the
existing political system in Tibet.
(4) It assured the Tibetans freedom of religion.
(5) It called for the Tibetan troops to be gradually integrated into
the PLA, and become a part of the national defense forces of the
People's Republic of China.
(6) The central government in Peking would assume control of all
external affairs involving or relating to the area of Tibet. This
agreement let the Tibetans rule themselves, but the Chinese would
run the external affairs and the defense of Tibet.

This agreement was signed by the Tibetan delegation under duress, as was

later revealed. They were not allowed to change the draft of the agree-

ment which had already been prepared by the Chipese when the meeting

started. The Tibetan delegation had been insulted, abused and threatened

with personal violence, and with further military action against the

Tibetan people. After the agreement was signed, neither the Dalai Lama

nor the Tibetan government was informed, and Chinese intentions for this

action remains controversial. It seems that the Chinese wanted to soften

the blow that this agreement would have on the Tibetans by first announc-

ing it over the radio. The Dalai Lama was shocked when he heard the terms

of the agreement in broadcast over Radio Peking. He felt that the terms
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of the agreement were far worse and more oppressive than anything he had
80

imagined. The Tibetan delegation refused to affix the seals which were

needed to validate the agreement, but the Chinese forged duplicate Tibe-

tan'seals in Poking, and then forced them to seal the document with the

forged seals.

.,J i
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CHAPTER IV

CHINESE OCCUPATION AND THE UPRISING

INTRODUCTION

Communist China began consolidating its occupation of Tibet im-

mediately after the signing of the Seventeen-Point Agreement. Although

the Chinese used caution in the beginning, they were intent on getting

world recognition of their sovereignty over Tibet and then turning the

Tibetans towards the goals of communism. To achieve this aim in Tibet,

the Chinese had to maintain a large occupation army, and the construc-

tion of roads for military purposes was immediately undertaken in sup-

port of such a force. However, when this huge force was maintained by

consuming the local food supply, the situation turned for the worse.

In the mean time, communist reforms were so unpopular that they had to

be postponed. For nine years, the situation all over Tibet never really

stabilised.

.Repression of all popular uprising in Tibet led to direct commu-

nist interference with Tibetan religion and customs, and local resentment

against the Chinese mounted steadily. All this erupted in a mass uprising

against the Chinese in 1959, to which the Chinese reacted with brutal

force. As a result, the Dalai Lama fled to India where he was granted

political asylum. The autonomous homerule that the Tibetans had been guar-

anteed under the Seventeen-Point Agreement quickly came to an end, if it

in fact had ever existed.

In the international arena, the Chinese were never really chal-

lenged by anybody on their actions in Tibet. Although the Indian govern-

76
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ment's notes and protests were ignored by the Chinese, the Indian govern-

ment never objected or stood up against the Chinese indifference. The

Chinese correctly calculated that because of the attitude of Prime Minis-

ter Nehru, the Indian government could be temporarily ignored without it

affecting their relations. At the same time, the Chinese did not want

to sever relations with India because they had many more aims to achieve

Sin Tibet for which good relations with India were crucial. Adopting a

shrewd policy, the Chinese were able to get official Indian recognition

of their sovereignty over Tibet by signing an agreement on Tibet with

India in 1954. Sino-Indian relations were further strengthened by India'sI voluntary withdrawal of her troops from Tibetan territory and by the re-

nouncement of various privileges at the towns of Gyantse and Yatung--

rights which had been passed down from the Conventions of 1904 and 1906

which the British had signed with the Tibetans.

However, the buffer state of Tibet that had existed between India

and China for over two thousand years had suddenly disappeared. Now two

large and powerful nations with completely different systems of govern-

mint and different set of values faced each other across a long, inhospi-

table border. By 1957, there was public disagrebment between India and
I

China on the border issue. China refused to honor any border demarkation

that had been concluded between Tibet and British India- she was espe-

cially against the boundary laid down in the Simla Convention of 1914,

which the Chinese never recognized nor ratified. Disputes over Chinese

and Indian maps, particularly with respect to the border between Tibet

and India's Northeast Frontier Province (NEFA), were felt immediately

after the Chinese military occupation of Tibet.
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As the years went by, the Chinese built, without Indian knowledge,

a strategic highway linking Tibet to Sinkiang province through Indian

territory. When the Chinese finally disclosed information about the build.

ing of this highway across Indian territory, the Indian government lodged

strong protests. It was, however, too late, and China was by this time

ready to alienate India to support her claims. The deterioration and ul-

timate downfall of Sino-Indian relationship was well underway.

THE OCCUPATION

Soon after the Seventeen-Point Agreement was signed, the Tibetan

delegation in Peking informed the Dalai Lama at Yatung that the Chinese

government had appointed General Chang Ching-wu as their representative

in Lhasa, mid Director General of the military headquarters in Tibet. He

was coming to Lhasa via India and as such would meet the Dalai Lama as
2

soon as he entered Tibet. Tibetan officials had been speculating, ever

since the agreement had been signed, whether or not the Dalai Lama should

go to India for safety before it was too late, but now all had reached

an agreement that His Holiness should wait until the Chinese general
3

came, before making tiat decision.

General Chang left Peking on June 23, 1951 and arrived at Yatung

on July 14. He had a conference with the Dalai Lama on July 16, in which

he gave him a letter from Mao Tse-tung. It was a cordial meeting, and

General Chang, through his interpreters, welcomed Tibet back to the

great motherland, a phrase which the Dalai Lama bad come to detest. It

has been reported that during this conference the Dalai Lame got his

first look at the text of the Seventoen-Point Agreement from General
4 5

Chang, whom the Dalai Lama found to be a friendly and informal man.
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Immediately after this conference, General Chang left for Lhasa. The

concrete results of this meeting have not been revealed.

In Lhasa, General Chang was given a befitting welcome according

to the instructions the Dalai Lama had sent from Yatung. The following

day, the Prime Ministers and the Cabinet gave a dinner party in Chang's

honor, but that did not satisfy him. He complained that he had not been

extended the protocol due the representativo of the central government.

So the disagreement between the Chinese representative and the Tibetan

officials started as soon as the Chinese arrived in Lhasa. This immediate

disagreement between the Tibetan officials and the Chinese general com-

pelled the Dalai Lama to return to Lhasa.

On July 29, the Dalai Lama left Yatung and returned to Lhasa. He

arrived in Lhasa on the August 17, 1951, and from there His Holiness

witnessed the extension of the Chinese occupation of his country. On Sep-

tember 9, 1951, three thousand officers and men of-the PLA under General

Wang Chi-mei marched into Lhasa. A month later, this force was reinforced

by 20,000 regulars of the PLA under the commands of Generals Chang Kuo-
6

hua and Tan Kuan-san. Within days of their arrival, there was havoc in

the city. The Chinese demanded supplies and accbmodation, and they took

possession of an enormous area southwest of the Norbulinka on the banks

of the Lhasa river. They demanded a loan of 2000 tons of barley and other

kinds of food as well, which broke the back of the fragile economy of

Lhasa. Inflation soared and for the first time in memory, the people of
7

Lhasa were reduced to the edge of famine.

Lukhangwa, the Tibetan lay Prime Minister, had acted as a balance

between the essential needs of the people and the requests of the Chinese.
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He had told the Chinese that the food production of Tibet was just suf-

ficient for their own need and there was little surplus, perhaps enough

to support the Chinese armies for another month or two, but no more. He

also objected to the presence of the unusually large Chinese contingent

in Lhasa. General Chang Ching-wu politely told Lukhangwa that the Tibe-

tan government was obliged by the Seventeen-Point Agreement to provide

accamodation and supplies to the Chinese. The burning of animal bones

by the Chinese within the confines of Lham also caused a great number

of complaints and hostile comments from the Tibetans. Then the Chinese

complained that the people were going about in the streets of Lhasa sing-

ing songs of disparagement of the Chinese, and wanted it stopped. In

this manner, Chinese complaints grew more numerous and forceful.

This situation was aggravated all over Tibet because the Chinese

lived on the local food production which even under normel circumstances

was barely enough to sustain the local population. Resentment was imme-

diate and displayed even by children in the streets of Lhasa. Complaints

poured into the offices of the Tibetan Cabinet, but nothing could be

done as the Chinese would not only refuse to help the Tibetans, but also

continuously increased their demands for more Mood. This was the first

issue that brought Chinese officials in conflict with Tibetan officialsI8
all over most of Tibet.

In eastern Tibet, the Chinese were doing somewhat better. Chi-

nose Communist cadres had been so well behaved that it amazed the people

of Kham. These cadres immediately started to exploit the Khampas' old

grudge against Lhaaa, and advocated that they had come to reassert the

autonomy of Kham and to build up the region under the leadership of the
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Khamrqpas. The communists also assured them that there would be no change

in the status of the lords and the priests. To prove their point, this

was followed by positive actions like returning the captured Khampa

levies along with their weapon, no looting and no bad conduct by the

Chinese troops. For the time being at least, all their words and actions
9

had won over the people of Kham.

The Chinese also organised the People's Liberation Committee of

Chamdo which abolished the bureaucratic system of the former government

of Lhasa. Chamdo began to emerge as a major political and administrative

center.. Ngabo nominally headed the Chamdo government, but the territory

was brought under the effective rule of the local Chinese military au-

thority. By early 1952, Chamdo was in effect completely independent of

Lhasa. However, the arrival of Han settlers in Chamdo in the early 1950s
10

had generated considerable hostility against the Chinese.

On October 24, 1951, the Dalai Lama ratified the Seventeen-Point

Agreement as he was convinced that this was the best deal the Tibetans

would ever get from the Chinese. By December, the Chinese army had de-

ployed to set up checkposts along the border with Bhutan. By February

1952, the Tibet Military Area Headquarters was established, and a branch

of the People's Bank of China opened in Lhasa. On March 13, 1952, Chi-

nese army units entered the border town of Yatung after they had set up
11

guards and checkpoints all along the trade route from Gyantse to Yatung.

The Chinese were quickly occupying the border areas as well as introdu-

cing Chinese agencies into Tibet. Around April, the communists began to

assert their authority more directly, and even started to undermine the

powers of the Dalai Lama to some extent.
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Finally, a crisis between the Chinese and Prime Minister Lukhan--

gwa arose over the issue of the Tibetan army being absorbed into the PLA,

in accordance with the Seventeen-Point Agreement. General Chang Ching-wu

had convened a meeting and announced that.the time had come for the Tibe-

tan troops to be absorbed into the PLA. At this, Lukhangwa stated that

the Tibetans could not accept the Seventeen-Point Agreement because the

Chinese had repeatedly broken its terms. The crisis ended only when the

Dalai Lama, under Chinese duress and with his Cabinet's recommendation,

asked both his Prime Ministers to resign. The Kashag was also ordered to

dissolve its Foreign Affairs Bereau, and was replaced by body called the
12

Lhasa Foreign Affairs Office which was controlled by Peking. As a re-

sult of these actions and pressures, the Chinese slowly but surely ex-

tended their political and military control over Tibet and the Dalai Lama.

The next step in the erosion of the Dalai Lama's powers came on

April 28, 1952. The Panchen Lama was brought to Lhasa under the auspicies

of the PLA. Although this man had never previously been in Tibet and was

not even recognised as the real candidate for the Panchen Lama, he did,

however, have consultations with the Dalai Lama, and on June 9, 1952 left

for his seat of power, the Tashilhunpo monastery at Shigatse. The Panchen

Lama had strong backing from the Chinese, and his power and role in Tibe-

tan affairs was slowly increased. By elevating the status of his chief

rival, the Chinese further undermined the powers of the Dalai Lama.

Another important international event to grant China the right

to occupy Tibet came in the form of a treaty with India. The Chinese had

closed Tibet to Indian businessmen and pilgrims after they occupied the

country, and Indian missions had been shut down. After minor protests
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coming from the Indian government, a meeting was convened in late 1953 to

discuss these problems. This meeting ended with the signing of the Sino-

Indian Agreement on Tibet of April 29, 1954. This treaty was concerned

mainly with economic relations and transit of pilgrims between India and

Tibet, and particularly the improvement of facilities for merchants and

pilgrims of both countries. The treaty was preceded by the widely publi-

cised Indian intention to give up extra territorial rights in Tibet which

India had acquired as a legacy from the British. The Indians were also

r eady to mae a gift to the Chinese of their postal, telegraph, telephone

aand rest-house facilities if the Chinese paid a reasonable price for them.

& On the day following the signing of the Sino-Indian Agreement, the Indian

government waived payment as a gesture of goodwill. Under this agreement,

India officially recognised China's sovereignty over Tibet.

By 1954, Tibet had been effectively divided into three adminia-
13

trative areas. The eastern region of Kham had become an independent

region controlled by the local military authority. The Panchen Lam3 ex-

ercised authority over most of western Tibet from his seat in Shigatse.

The remaining central region, which included Lhasa, was still under the

Dalai Lama's authority.

In the Autumn of 1954, the Dalai Lama was invited to visit China,

and he decided to go, hoping to discuss the plight of the Tibetans with

the highest Chinese officials. The Dalai Lama left Lhasa in the begin-

ning of August, travelling overland to Chengtu on the now roads the Vhi-

nese were building. He then flew to Sian, where he was joined by the

Panchen Lama who was also going to Peking.

They ware received in Peking by Premier Chou En-lai, Chu Teh and

other officials. Here, the Dalai Lama met Mao Tee-tung, who welcomed him
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by saying that he was glad that Tibet had come back to the Motherland

and that the Dalai Lama had agreed to take part in the Chinese National

Assembly. Mao also informed the Dalai Lama of the decision to set up a
14

Preparatory Committee for the Autonomous Region of Tibet. This was

another major step taken by the Chinese in their occupation of Tibet,

and it further neutralised the powers of the Dalai Lama.

The decision to set up a Preparatory Committee for the Autono-

mous Region of Tibet had been authorised by the Chinese State Council in

March, 1955. On April 22, 1956, this committee was established in Lhasa.

Of the fifty-one members of the committee, fifteen represented the local

Tibetan government and was under the Dalai Lama, ten were from the Pan-

chen Kanpo Liza and controlled by the Panchen Lama and ten from the

People's Liberation Committee of the Chamdo area. In addition, there

were five members from the cadres of the CPG working in the Tibet area,

and eleven others representing major monasteries, religious sects and

public bodies. With the Dalai Lama as the Chairman, the Panchen Lama as

the Vic'-Chairman, General Chang Kuo-hua as deputy and Ngabo Nawang

Jigme as the Secretary General, the committee was to function as the cen-

tral administrative organ of Tibet, deriving its authority from, and

dependent on, the State Council of the People's Republic of China (PRC)

in all respects. The formal chairmanship of the committee by the Dalai

Lama was no restraint to the Chinese, the majority of committee members

were sponsored by, and under the control of, the Chinese. Moreover, the

most important decisions were made by the Chinese Communist Party of

Tibet, in which Tibetans were not represented. The Preparatory Committee

established several subordinate administrative agencies which handled
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all dealings with civil administration, finance, health, the judiciary,

agriculture, trade and industry, transportation and construction. These

were also dominated by Han Chinese. By a clever and calculated move, the

Chinese had successfully transformed the traditional religious and secu-
15

lar leaders of Tibet into powerless puppets.

Before the Dalai Lama had even left Tibet on his way to Peking

in 1954, resentment against the Chinese in eastern Tibet had reached a

breaking point. On August 20, 1954, a week before the Dalai Lame reached

Yaan in Szechwan province, rebellion broke out in southern Kham. Hearing

that the Dalai Lama was passing through Kham en route to Peking,. some

Khaipas even planned to kidnap him, and the Chinese took extraordinary
16

measures to protect the Dalai Lama. While the Dalai Lama was in Peking

from September, 1954 to March, 1955, this rebellion spread all over Kham.

On his return journey to Tibet, when the Dalai Lame passed through Chrmdo

in April, 1955, he noticed that the PLA controlled everything, resentment

was boiling, and he heard of much oppression and many injustices, such

as, peasants depossessed of land and broken promises. Rumors that the
17

Chinese were about to disarm the Khampas also alarmed the Dalai Lama.

By February, 1956, resentment against the Chinese also flared up

in Lhasa and the C1Lnese ordered the Tibetans to repress it. During the

honlan Festival celebrating the Tibetan New Year, leaders chosen by the

people voiced their resentment by distributing pamphlets demanding that

the Chinese go and leave Tibet to Tibetans. Under Chinese pressure, three

of the leaders were arrested end jailed by the Tibetan government, and

while one died in captivity, the other two were released only when the

three great monasteries of Lhasa stood surety for their behavior. While
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these events were occurring in Lhasa, the situation in Chamdo had turned

even more hostile.

The continuous flare up of fighting at various places had forced

the Chinese commanding general at Chamdo to call a meeting of about 350

leading Tibetan personalities immediately after tha Monlam Festival of

1956. When the question was thrown open as to whether communist reforms

should be introduced, the majority voted never to have reforms, and the

meeting ended with the Chinese general acting exceptionally polite.

Withl. ! month, another similar meeting was called at the great fortress

of Jotw4he Dzong. When all had assembled, the fort was surrounded by Chi-

nese troops. Then the military commander announced that reforms would be

introduced immediately in Chamdrc, and he asked all those preecent to ra-

tify his decision. For ten days, the Tibetans remained adamant, but then

seeing how hopeless thG situation was, they decided to trick the Chinese

and escape. By the fifteenth day, all the delegates verbally agreod that

the reforms should be introduced, and were told that beginning the next

day they would begin a course of fresh political instructions. That night,

as a result of the apparent agreement, the guards were fewer and more

relaxed. Armed with knives and a few pistols, the Khampas killed the sen-

tries and made a break for freedom. About two hundred managed to escape

and fled into the mountains. This marked the beginning of the Tibetan up-
18

rising.

The Dalai L&ma had heard of this incident and was feeling very

dejected when in June, 1956, he received 61 invitation from the Mahabodhi

Society of India to come and attend the 2500th anniversary of the birth

of Lord Buddha. When consulted, the acting senior Chinese government rep-
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resentative at the time, General Fan Ming, told the Dalai Lama that he

would not be allowed to attend the celebration for reasons of security,

as well as the fact that, as Chairman of the Preparatory Committee, he

needed to stay in order to oversee the great amount of work to be done.

He suggested that the Dalai Lama appoint a deputy to go in his place.

However, on the first or second of November, the Dalai Lama was informed

by General Fan Ming that he and the Panchen Lama had been invited by the

Indian government as its guests, ond as such, he could go. Before he left

Lhasa, the Dalai Lama was given a long lecture, like a schoolboy, by

General Chang Ching-wu, who had returned as the permanent Chinese repre-

sentative to Tibet, on the merits of communism and the possibility of

being influenced by foreign imperialists. General Chang als6 told the

Dalai Lama not to attend any function attended by representatives from

Fnrmosa, that he was to say nothing about the Indo-Tibetan frontier, and
19

that the situation in 'Tibet was normal. The Dalai Lama was escorted to

the border with Sikkim by a Chinese general who continually reminded the

Dalai Lama that he would be representing the Chinese as well as the Tibe-

tans.

In India, the Dalai Le=. told the Indian Prime Minister that

since he felt that he could no longer do anything for his people, he had

decided not to return to Tibet until he saw a positive sign of a change

in Chinese policy. However, Mr.Nehru advised the Dalai Lame not to resist

the Chinese and to go back and work peacefully to try to carry out the

Seventeen-Point Agreement. Mr.Nehru also promised to talk to Chou En-lIsi
20

who was coming to ODlhi tht next day, about the problems of the Tibetans.

Personal discussions with Chou En-lai only yielded syntphathatic remarks
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about the possibilities of the local Chinese officials in Tibet making

mistakes. Chou En-lai then approached the Dalai Lame's elder brothers,

who were also in New Delhi at the time, and asked them to convince the

Dalai Lama to go back for the good of the Tibetans. While the Dalai Lania

was irn oilgrimage to holy Buddhist shriries in India, a message from

General Chang Ching-wu from Lhasa asked him to return as soon as possi-

ble because of an impending revolution. Chou then called the Dalai Lama

back to Delhi where he told him to go beck immediately because of the

worsening situation in Tibet. Because of the explosive situation in his

country, the Dalai Lama agreed to return to Tibet.

When the Dalai Lama returned to Lhasa in early 1957, he found

that Tibetan resentment against the Chinese had risen so drastically

that trouble was imminent over all of Tibet. Many factors, like inflE-

tion, Han domination, forced labor to build military roads, broken pro-

mises and unpopular reforms, were responsible for the resentment, but

the most significant was the flow of Khampa refugees to Lhasa. These

refugees, numbering several thousands, told of Chinese atrocities in

eastern Tibet, and all were afraid that these methods would soon be used

all over Tibet. The Chinese also announced that revolt had broken out in

the east, and that they would use every means to supress this uprising.

By lete 1957, the province of Kham had been in revolt for two

years. Similarly, in Amdo, the Goloks and the Amdowaa had risen against
21

t~se Chinese to protest forced labor and unpopular reforms. The Chinese

had tried to suprese this rebellion and failed, and as a result, on

April 22, 1957- the first anniversary of the formation of the Prepaa-

tory Commission- a government decree announced that social roforme in

,L
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Tibet would be postponed till 1962. However, throughout 1957 end 1958,

the Chinese continued using force to supress guerilla activities in Kham

and Amdo. This led to a continuous stream of refugees coming to and camp-

ing around Lhasa. The Chinese never kept their word of postponing the

reforms in Kham and Aido, and so the fighting escalated in these regions.

The Chinese were reported to have bombed villages and monasteries
"22

in Kham. Finally, in late 1958, the Chinese ordered the Tibetan Cabinet

to send Tibetan troops to crush the revolt in the east, which the Cabinet

firmly refused. This refusal was the breaking point in relations between

the Tibetan officials and the Chinese officials. By March, 1959, the Chi-

nese had accused the Cabinet of being in league with the dissidents, and

at the same time, the dissidents refused to trust any word of the Chi-
23

nese.

In bheir occupation of Tibet, the Chinese focused on two things.

The rapid militarisation of Tibet became the prime concern of China, and

it was carried out efficiently and at times, harshly. Another Chinese

aim was the slow undermining of the limited autonomy granted to the Tibe-

tans by the Seventeen-Point Agreement. Once they had consolidated their

power in Tibet, the Chinese made no secret of these intentions. Both

these actions led directly to growing resentment within Tibet. Within

three years of their occupation, the Chinese were faced with continuous

rebellion by a disgruntled and fierce populace. The Tibetans made one

final, and fatal, attempt to stop the growth of Chinese influence early

in 1959.

THE SUPPRESSION OF THE TIBETAN UPRISING OF 1959

By 1956, reports of revolts in the east were admitted by the Chi-
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nese. During the next two years, this revolt in the east not only wor-

sened, but also spread over into Tsinghai province and the central part

of Tibet, both by design and as a result of the people fleeing the Chi-

nese atrocities in suppression of the revolt. By the end of 1958, the

resistance in Jeykundo had been put down, and the defeated guerillas

had headed for Lha under Chime Youngdung, the son of their assasinsted
24

leader. When they arrived, in Lhasa on February 13, .1959, they melted

into the tens of thousands of Khampas who had come in before them and

now were camped around Lhasa.

Life in Lhasa was becoming worse. Food was becoming increasingly

scarce. The Chinese atrocities were increasing, and so was their propo-

ganda against the Tibetan Cabinet. Tension between the Chinese authori-

ties and the Cabinet reached a climax when the Chinese discovered that

they were being given false information about the Khampe guerillas by

the Tibetan Prime Minister, Surkhang. Finally, on February 24, 1959, a

Chinese general named Chang Hwe-ting defected in favor of the Tibetans.

When the Chinese demanded the return of this man, the Kashag denied all

knowledge of his whereabouts. As a result, General Tan Kusn-san, the

Chinese commander, gave them one week to return the general or face dire
25

consequences. When the deadline expired, the Chinese took no action

against the Tibetans.

On March 3, while the Dalai Lama was engaged in a dialectical

debate, which was part of his final examination for the Master of Meta-

physics, before a vast audience of monks and lamas in Lhasa, he was in-

formed by a monk called Gyamtso Ling, a man whose loyalty towards the

Chinese was known to all, that two Chinese officers wanted to see him.

Although it was very unusual that two junior Chinese officers should ap-

......................................
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proach the person of the Dalai Lama so casually, the Dalai Lama agreed

to see them. These officers came straight to the point and informed the

Dalai Lama that General Tan Kuan-san had arranged a theatrical perform-

ance within the Chinese army camp and wanted the Dalai Lama to name a

date when he could conveniently attend. Although the Dalai Lama was as-

tonished that such a trival affair had been referred directly to him, he

promised to go, but could not give a date because he could not make a

decision while preparing for the most difficult examination of his life.

To his astonishment, these officers were not satisfied with his answer

and kept pressing the Dalai Lama to decide on a date at once. Finally,

the Dalai Lama repeated firmly that under no circumstances would he dis-

cuss the matter before his examinations, and the two officers left to
26

take the message to General Tan.

Although this meeting seemed innocuos, it planted the seed that

led to open revolt within a few days. Several questions about this inci-

dent have remained unanswered. Was it merely chance that this meeting

started the revolt in Tibet or was it a deliberate move by the Chinese

to force the Tibetans to violent action which they planned to suppress

by forne ?

The fact that within a few hours of this incident, Radio Peking

announced, without any warning, that the Dalai Lama had agreed to visit

Peking made it look more ominous. This broadcast had no foundation be-

cause, although the Dalai Lama had been asked to visit the Chinese capi-
27

tel, he had carefully avioded accepting. The coincidence of these

events, whether by uesign or by chance, convinced many people in Lhaaa

that this was a Chinese plot to force the Dalai Lama to fly out of Tibet

against his will.

I _
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On March 5, the Dalai Lama made his way in a state procession

from Jokhang to the Norbulinka, the Summer Place. This was an annual

event and it was customary that Lhasa's small diplomatic corps attend

along with high-ranking Chinese. However, this year General Tan had or-

dered the Chinese to boycott the parade as a sign of displeasure to the

Dalai Lama's refusal to give a date to visit the Chinese camp, and for

the first time since the Chinese occupation, no Chinese attended this

event. Many Tibetans were delighted at the absence of tha Chinese at

this function, but the Dalai Lama was rather worried that the Chinese

had not cone. Then on March 7, General Tan again asked the Dalai Lame

when he could visit the Chinese camp. Now the Dalai Lama could no longer

aviod giving an answer, and he gave the date as March 10, and the stage

was set for the final show down.

On the morning of March 9, 1959, the day before the Dalai Lama's

visit to the Chinese camp, the Commander of the Dalai Lama's Bodyguard,

General Kusung Depon, was summoned to the Chinese headquarters by Briga-

dier Fu, the Chinese military advisor. When he arrived, he was treated

disrespectfully by Fu, and told that no Tibetan soldier was to accompany

the Dalai Lama when he came to the Chinese camp and that there was to be

none of the ceremony that was usual when the Dalai Lame went somewhere.

Kusung was also informed that the whole thing was to be kept secret.

When Kusung reported back to the Dalai Lama and his Cabinet, the news af

these arrangements quickly spread and within a matter of hours a rumor
28

swept Lhasa that the Chineso were planning to kidnap the Dalai Lame.

By sunset of March 9, thousands of nen, women and children had

surrounded the Norbulinka to prevent the Dalai Lama from leaving the

palace. The Indian, ,Nepalese and Bhutanese Consulates were besiezed, and
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petitions made to the consuls to cable New Delhi for help. That evening,

two Chinese officers who brought the formal invitation cards to the Nor-

bulinka, were manhandled by the crowd and had to be rescued by Tibetan

troops. It was then discovered that not all high Tibetan officials were

invited as was customary. Only six members of the Kashag were to accom-

pany the Dalai Lama, and even these six people were asked not to bring

more than one servant with them. Now it certainly looked like the Chi-

nese were planning an abduction, and his most trusted advisors requested

the Dalai Lama to cancel his visit, but he refused fearing that by not

going, he would give the Chinese an excuse to use force against the
.4 29

Tibetans.

W'*hen the morning of March 10 dawned, the Norbulinka was surroun-

ded by Tibetans who had come to stop the Chinese from taking the Dalai

Lama to the camp. The same morning, Chinese soldiers had gone to fetch

the Dalai Lama's mother to the military camp, but they were dissuaded

by her fierce Khampa servants who told them that she was sick. However,

the Dalai Lame's youngest brothar had already been taken at dawn from the

Drepung monastery and was already inside the camp. From early morning,

the huge crowd outside the Norbulinka chanted -logans making it clear

that they were determined to prevent the Dalai Lama rrom visiting the

Chinese camp. At about nine o'clock, a Tibetan mt.,ister drove up to the

Norbulinka on a jeep and was escorted by a Chinese officer. Since this

minister was a new one, the crowd thought that the Chinese officer with

him had come to fetch the Dalai Lama and attacked him. The minister was

injured in this incident. The Dalai Lama's advisors now told him flately

that he should not go to the Chinese camp. The outbreak uf violence dis-

tressed the Dalai Lama, and he decided not to attend the Chinese show.
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Meanwhile, Ngabo and Gyamtso, the two collaborators, had already gone to

the Chinese camp and awaited the arrival of the Dalai Lama.

Around eleven o'clock, the Dalai Lama's senior Chamberlain, Phala,

telephoned General Tan's interpreter and informed him that the Dalai Lama

had cancelled the visit and expressed his regrets. The cabinet members

were also instructed to inform the crowd about this decision by the Dalai

Lama. Although the crowd greeted the news with joy, it did not disperse

as the Dalai Lama had hoped. Later in the morning, a monastic official

named Phakpala Kenchung, who was known to have close associations with

the Chinese, was stoned to death by the crowd when he tried to enter the
30

Norbulinka. At about one o'clock, the Dalai Lama sent three ministers

to the Chinese headquarters to explain to General Tan Kuan-san why he
31

was unable to attend the show.

The meeting with General Tan was an ominous meeting. The General

was so infuriated that he did not hide his temper and in an abusive way

threatened to crush the uprising. He also charged the Tibetan governmert

with arming the Khampas. Tl'. Tibetans were told to be prepared as the

Chinese would now act. Finally, General Tan told Luishar, who was the

Tibetan head of ?ecurity, unless he produced within three days the people

that had killed Phakpala, h- would be publicly hanged. From the beginning

of this meeting, which lasted more than two hours, Ngabo had been present.

He never spoke a word, and spparently did not disagree with the Chinese.

When this delegation returned to the Norbulinka at about five in

the evening wd informed the Dalai Luta about the events that had occur-

red, he was deeply troubled. In the meantime, the uprising had spread all

over the city, and the crowds at various meetings in Lhasa burned copies

of the Seventeen-Point Agreement.
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At about six in the evening,, seventy-odd members of the govern-

ment inside the Norbulingka, mostly junior officials and members of the

Dalai Lama's bodyguard, staged a demonstration and endorsed the declara-

tions which had been made at the meeting in Lhasa that the Chinese leave

Tibet to the Tibetans. The Cabinet met until late in the night and deci-

ded that the Dalai Lama should be prepared to leave Lhasa if the situation

'worsened. The Senior Chamberlain, Phala was given complete power to make

any plan he thought fit for the Dalai Lama's escape. The only good news of

March 10, 1959 was that the Dalai Lama's youngest brother, Choegyal had

been released by the Chinese. That same evening, Chime Youngdung was per-

suiaded by Khampa leaders to leave Lhasa for his own security. Finally, the

Monk Gyamtso brought a letter from General Tan to the Dalai Lama, and some-

how managed to get through the self-appointed guards outside the Norbuling-
32

ka. In this letter, the Dalai Lama was invited to take refuge in the

Chinese camp because General Tan was concerned for his safiety.

The next few days were heavy with tension and there was a remark-

able increase in military activity by the Cninesa. By March 11, the Lhasan

people had become even more difficult to control. The leaders of the crowd

still suzrounding the Norbulingka posted guards outside the Cabinet office

inside tha Norbulingka compound and informed the Cabinet members that none

of them would be allowed to leave the Norbulingka because they suspected

that the Cabinet would take some sort of a compromise to the Chinese which

might be against the people's wish. The Cabinet convened an emergency meet-

ing at which it decided to make another effort to persuade the people to

* :call off their demonstration. It was during discussions with the leaders of

the crowd surrounding the Norbulingka that General Tan's second letter to

the Dalai Lama arrived with a seperate letter for the Kashag. The letter to
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the Kashag asked tha Cabinet to order the people to remove the barricades

that had been set up on the north side of Lhasa. When the Cabinet assem-

bled the leaders and asked them to comply so that the Chinese could not

find any more excuse for more repression, the leaders flatly refused and

said that the as CNinese had set up barricades to fortify their garrisons,

they had done so to protect the Norbulingka. Even though the Dalai Lama

himself requested these leaders to comply with the Cabinet's decision, they

refused to withdraw their guards at the palace. The next few days dragged

on without any change in the situation. On March 16th, General Ton's third

and last letter arrived along with a letter written by Ngabo.

Ngabo's letter warned the Dalai Lama that there was little hope of

peace and urged the Oalai Lama to send a sketch map showing exactly which

building he was living in because if General Tan knew his exact location,

the Chinese would certainly avoid damaging this building.

Ngabo also wrote a letter to the Kashag with the same proposal.

The Dalai Lama replied to General Tan trying to comply with all his wishes

in the hope of avoiding bloodshed, and also informed the General that he

would come to the Chinese camp, but only after the crowd had dispressed.

The people outside the Norbulingka had now armed themselves with

whatever they could muster. The Chinese had also brought all their artillery

in the district within range of Lhasa, and heavy machine guns had been bro-

ught to Lhasa from all around. Chinese military personnel were seen taking

measurements near the palace, ap•arently ranging their artillery pieces.

Furthermore, rumors of fresh troop arrivals from China were spreading quick-

ly. By the night of the 16th, the people were certain that the Chinese were

about to shell the Norbulingka, but they refused to leave the palace and

abandon the Dalai Lama. Their fury against the Chinese had become uncontrol-
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lbleb and they would not listen to anyone.

When the morning of the 17th came, rumors ran rampant, and vio-

lence seemed imminent. The Dalai Lama convened his Cabinet to discuss ways

to prevent the destruction of the Norbulingka and the inevitable massacre

which would follow. The guards set up by the people had become so strict

that they even censored letters leaving the Palace. Finally a letter to

Ngabo in the Chinese camp was smuggled out and delivered to him. In this

letter, the Cabinet requested Ngabo to appeal to General Tan not to use

force to disperse the crowd and to wait till the Cabinet tried again to

persuade them to leave in peace. This letter also suggested that Ngabo

should help the Cabinet to evacuate the Dalai Lama to the Chinese camp and

warned him of the difficulties that he would encounter in trying to do so.

Ngabo sent a brief acknowledgement in which he expressed his pleasure at

the Cabinet's proposal to evacuate the Dalai Lams to the Chinese camp and

promised to send a detailed answer later; that answer however did not come

until too late.

Around four o'clock that afternoon, while the Dalai Lama was discu-'

saing Ngabo's reply with his minister, the Chinese fired two heavy mortar

rounds. One of them fell within the Palace grounds and the other landed in

the marshy grounds outside the northern gate. The impending disaster

which these two shots signalled forced the Dalai Lama to begin immiediate

preperations to flee Lhasa.

Preperations for his departure were undertaken almost immediately

according to the plan prepared by Phala. At about nine o'clock, while the

Dalai Lama's family had already secretly left Lhasa, Chinese searchlights

searched the streets seeking for trouble-mskers. At this moment, with still

an hour remaining before tle Dalai Lama left the Norbulingka, a massive
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35
3andstorm, the worst that Lhaaa had known hit the city. Phala was relie-

ved that a natural screen had finally neutralised the Chinese searchlights.

Around nine thirty, the Dalai Lama dressed up as a simple soldier, and went

to his prayer room for the last time and read the Scriptures until he rea-

ched a passage in which the Buddha had told his disciples to take courage.

He then turned down the lights and walked out. As arranged by. Phala, the

Dalai Lam was given a rifle at the inner gate and hs Slung it over his

shoulder and headed for the main gate. Phala announced at the gate that he

was making a tour of inspection and then walked out of the gate with the

normal escort of soldiers, in which the Dalai Lama was hidden. With the

sand deadening their footsteps, they passed the Tibetan guards unchallenged
36

and headed for the river beyond.

After 13 days of suspense and an extremely gruelling journey, the

Dalai Lame and his party of about 80 people reached the Indian frontier

post of Chutangmo, sone forty miles from the northeast corner of Bhutan, on

30th of March. It had been a forced march with the spectre of Ciinese pur-

suit constantly hanging over their heads. However, the escape route was bra-

vely covered by guerilla decoys and false trails, and as such was unknown

to the Chinese till the 29th of March. Furthermore, twenty miles from Lhasa,

the Dalai Lama's entourage was mat by Khanpa guerillas who had ctmie to act

as the security force. These Khempas did engage the Chinese at the ferry-

site on the Tsangpo river and foiled a Chinese attempt to cut off the Dalai
37

Lama's escape route. (See Map VIII for the Dalai Lama's escape route.)

For two days, the Chinese and most Tibetwes did not realise that

the Dalai Lama had fled. It was late in the afternoon of the 19th that the

Chinese got sao information and acted. The Chinese sent officers to the

Nepalese, Bhutanese and Indian consulates to search for the Dalai Lama. The

7
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Indian consul was ldvised to evacuate the consulate as quickly as possi-

ble-- this has been translated by many as an indication of the Chinese
38

intention to shheen at eix o'clock in the evening of larch

19, the leaders of the people were chlled to an assembly where the news

of the rilgi Ltma's flight war fltshed through y letter which the ylai

Lama had left behind. This letter requested the people not to open fice

unless they were attacked. Patch 19th ended quietly, with an air of suc-
39

pense at what the morning would b.•ing.

,n the early hours of March 20, 1959, at about 2 A.M. in the

morning, the Chinese started to shell Lhassa. By morning, the city had

been surrounded by tanks and every important crossroads was manned by

Chinese wichinegun nests. Despite such odds, fighting and resistance

broke out all over Lhasa. Pitched battles were fought all over the city

and the Chinese fired on unarmed demonstraters at the Chinese Transports-
40

tion Center killing a number of innocent women. The Chinese also shelled

the Norbulingka, the Potala Palace, several monasteries and the 3okhang,

the holiest shrine in Tibet. Even the official residence of the Indian

consul general, which was located between the Norbulingka and the Potala,

was hit, although it had not been evacuated. Fighting continued all night

and throughout March 21, but the overwhelming odds in favor of the Chi-

nese were beginning to tall by the end of March 20, 1959.

8y the 22nd, the Chinese had succeeded in putting down the Lhasa

revolt, but the official casualty figures were never released b y the Chi-

nese. Estimates have been as high as several thousand Chinese and an equal

number of Tibetane killed in 3 days of fighting, but a more reasonable

estimate of Tibetans killed has been put at some 4000 czaad. 0, March 28,

the New China News Agency claimed that by the 23rd, more tjan four thou-
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sand prisoners had been taken, eight thousand different kinds of small

arms, eighty light and heavy machine-guns, twenty-seven 81-m= mortars, six
41

mountain guns and ten million bullets were captured. The fighting in

Lhasa completely died down after General Tan and Ngabo spoke over the loud-

speakers at 2 o'clock in the afternoon of the 22nd asking everybody to lay

down their arms. Ngabo's speech had a great impact because of his position

as a member of the Kashag, and the remaining rebels took their belongings
42

and headed for the hills, leaving behind a dead Lhasa.

Throughout the nine turbulent years of Chinese occupation, the

Dalai Lama's government had functioned under increasirg -ressure from the

Chinese and tried to maintain the limited autonomy graited by the Seventeen

-Point Agreement. Hunger, forced l6bor, interference in the religious cus-

toms of the Tibetans, unpopular reforms and continuous undermining of the

Dalai Lama's authority alienated the Tibetans and forced them to rise up

against the occupation force. Despite the Dalai Lama's laborious attempts

to avoid giving the Chinese an opportunity to use force, nine years of pent-

ad fury erupted into a violent uprising in March 1959, and forced the Dalai

Lama to go into exile.

This was the end of Tibetan autcnomy end.-the beginning of total Chi-

nese rule in Tibet. A mass exodus of Tibetan refugies into India primarily

due to the Chinese retaliations against the 1959 uprising demonstrated Chi-

nese resolve to control Tibet. India's granting of political asylum to the

Dalai Lama and support of the Tibetan cause also began the deterioration of

Sino-Indian relations. Within three years, this deterioration would result

in a war between the two countries.



CHAPTER V

THE INVASION AND SINO-INDIAN RELATIONS

When the Chinese invaded Tibet in 1950, relations between China

and India were good, but their friendship was less than a year old. Var-

ious circumstances had helped foster good relationship between them, but

the association had not yet withstood the test of time. It was India's

exceptional quest for friendship with China that had been responsible

for making possible such good relations in this early period, but equally

important was China'u isolation in the world. Moreover, the fact that

India had gained independence just three years earlier and that China had

a new government made them feel insecure and also helped draw thse two

countries together. The British withdrawal from India had also left a

massive power vacui'n in the region, and neither India nor China felt

strong enough to fill this gap alone; thus friendship made them both feel

more secure. The situation in the region was very fragile and uncertain.

Even though Indian interests within Tibet were opposed to Chinese inten-

tions towards Tibet, friendship between these two countries continued to

improve.

The Chinese invasion of Tibet did three things which had a signi-

ficant impact on Sino-Indian relations. For the first time in history

China and India had a common border, the effect of which no one could be

sure of. Second, and related to the previous factor, the rapid militari-

sation of the Tibetan plateau had brought thousands of Chinese troops to
I

the northern border of India. Lastly, the Chinese invasion directly

tested India's ca"witmant to Tibet.

102
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These three factors brought about by the Chinese invasion of Tibet

forecast strained relations between India and China; surprisingly, however,

despite these ominous signals, Sinc.-Indian relations prospered for five

years before turning sour.

THE NEW BEGINNING

During the late 1940's dramatic changes occurred both in India

and China, the end result being the emergence of two new governments after

almost half a century of struggle and sacrifice. However, whereas a new

democracy had come to power in India, a militant communist government had

emerged victorious in China. Ineiat, leaders had been so tempered by the

sacrifice and struggle for independe ice that they responded with enthusi-

asm to the awakening of other Asian nations, and viewed the Chinese commu-

nist revolution as a welcome link in ' he chain of revolutions sweeping

Asia. Wishing to live in peace with her newly-formed, yet powerful, neigh-

bor, India was willing to accept China as an integral part of the Asian

family. India hoped that both she and the world would benefit from friend-

ship and peaceful co-existence with this new force in world politics.

India was therefore among the first nations to iecognise the communist
2

government in China.

The Chinese Communists, on the other hand, had long been suspi-

cious of Indian "imperialist" designs, and voiced this suspicion openly

long before coming to power in China. Following the communist victory in

1949, the Chinese, therefore, remained cautious of Indian overtures of

friendship; however, various factors like the Korean War and Chinese iso-

lation throughout 1950 drew the two countries closer together.

When Chairman Moo Tse-tung's New Year's message for the liberation

- - -20
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of Tibet coincided with the complete withdrawal of the British from India

in January of 1950, there was no response from India. India was aware of

the fact that there could be no real and lasting solutions to any Asian

problems without the participation and consent of China. For this reason,

India hoped to moderate China's hostility to the rest of the world, reduce

China's dependence on the Soviet Union and normalise the situation in the

Faz East. The Chinese leaders for their part aimed at consolidating their

power within China, reducing the effectiveness and impact of the quaran-

tine imposed by the United States, and reestablishing the status of China

as a regional and world pover. India was seen as a possible contributor'4 to all these goals, and China was therefore willing to befriend India-

at least for the time being.

Diplomatic relations between China and India were established on

April 1, 1950, and the friendship grew by the day. On May 5, 1950, Indian

Prime Minister Nehru, in a message broadcast by the United Nations radio

network, declared that two thousand years of friendship between China and

India would help them understand each other and so India would endeavev
3

to maintain friendly relations with China. This initiative to build

friendly ties was given an unexpected boost by the outbreak of the Korean

War in June, 1950.

India was one of the few non-communist nations that had an em-

bassy in Peking when the Korean conflict started. Adhering to a policy

of non-alignment, India bec•a accepted as the Western Power's contact

in Peking. India used this great diplowatic opportunity to good advan-

tage by mediating between the opposing forces. The Indian Ambassador in

Peking had been personally notified on the night of October 2, 1950, of

-. ' .* -



Chinese intentions to intervene in Korea if United Nations forces crossed
i •Ithe 38th parallwl. He sent this dire warning to Now Delhi which forwarded

!.I• it to the Western alliance; but the West chose to ignore this warning and

!•iliChina subsequently entered the Korean War. However, before she intervened

in Korea, China invaded Tibet on October 7, 1950, embarrassing India be-
Sfore the world cmuiy

China had ignored all Indian requests and warnings not to invade
4

Tibet when she sent her army into Tibet. The world preow ridiculed Prime

Minister Nehru and suggested that Americans understood the workLng of the

"Asian Mind" better than Nehru and that Indian diplomacy looked like a
5

"rope trick" that had not worked. Although India had been warned of Chi-

nese intentions to go into Tibet, no effective deteirent had been issued

India.

When the invasion did come, India lodged formal protests, but

China's angry assertion that Tibet was an integral part of China and as.

such, any activity inside Tibet was China's internal problem, went uncha-

ilenged by India. The possibility of a break in Sino .Indian relations was

avoided by the fact that Nehru attached greater importance to China's

friendship than to the various interests and ties between India and Tibet.

• •In fact, at this time India went one step further to befriend China.

Form the beginning of the impending Chinese invasion, India

showed a callousness to Tibetan appeals for fear of alienating China.

Telling the Tibetans not to offer armed resistance to the Chinese and

that military supplies from India would not be guaranteed was one classic
6

exaple of India's pro-Chinese policy. The ultimate show of friendship

for China came wen the Indian delegate at the United Nations success-
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fully prevented the Tibetan issue from being included in the agenda of

the General Assembly. India's unwillingness to support Tibet in her fight

against the Chinese invasion, despite her obligations and interests, must

have been a clear invitation to the Chinese government to proceed with

its invasion and occupation plans.

After 1950, frequent and close contacts continued between India

and China. India's silent acceptance of the Seventeen-Point Agreement

between China and Tibet clarified any lingering doubts as to whether

India still clung to any of its claims in Tibet. India had officially

recognised that, from the day this Agreement was signed, the Chinese
7

would be in charge of the defense and foreign affairs of Tibet. Over-

riding concern for friendship with China once again had taken precedence

over historical treaties and religious ties with Tibet.

THE ,RISE OF FRIENDSHIP

Beginning with an unofficial goodwill mission from India in Sep-

tember of 1951, a number of friendly intercourses took place between

China and India. These included the first Chinese cultural delegation to

India in October 1951, the Rice Agreement of May 1952 and the Indian

government's role in mediating the Korean War. While all these exchanges

were occurring, the initial signs of trouble in Sinoe-Indian ralationas

began to crop up unobtrusively as early as 1951. The main irritant from

the very beginning seemed to be the Indo-Tibetan border.

Chinese maps issued during the Kuomintang era shoued large terri-

tories claimed and even administered by India, both in the north-east and

the north-west of India, at belonging to China. These maps were later
rrepublished by Peking. %*~enever the Indians dre the attention of the
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Chinese authorities to this matter, they were told to ignore those maps
i• • 9

as they were old maps which the new regime had not yet corrected. The

Indo-Tibetan border, however, was slowly becoming the main topic of con-

cern, and cartographical errors were beginning to be noticed. Neverthe-

less, the Indian government deliberately downplayed these errors because

friendship with China was the main issue of the early 1950's.

Various factors during 1953-1954 brought India and China even

closer. First of all, the necessity of an agreement to ensure Indian trade
10

and pilgrimage in Tibet gave reason for convening a meeting in 1953.

This meeting ended with the signiiig of the Agreement on Trade and Inter-

course in Tibet. (See Appendix D for the text of this treaty). This treaty

regulated trade and'cultural relations between India and the "Tibet region

of China". India had unilaterally accepted China's position in Tibet and

the question of the Indo-Tibetan border was not even addressed. However,

the undefined border of thousands of miles stretching from the north-east-

ern peaks of the Himalayas to the desolate extremity of Ladakh in the

north-west was becoming a potential source of conflict (See Maps IX, IXa,

and IXb for details of the border). Once again Nehru had accepted Chinese
11

assurances of good faith and good conduct and nrglected historical facts.

India considered the border well demarcated by treaty and usage,

in the north-eaat by the well-known Mac~ahon Line, and in the norih-west

by the treaty between Kashmir and Tibet. The Chinese, as we shall see

later, had other views and calculations. The ink had barely dried on the

trade agreement, when the first major border incident jarred Sino-Indian

relations to reality.

On July 17, 1954, three months after signing the agreement, the
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Chinese government protested to New Delhi against the stationino of

Indian troops at Wu-je (known as Barahoti to the Indians), an area south-

east of Niti Pass. This was the f'irst instance in which the People's

Republic of China specifically laid claim to Indian territory lying south

of the great Himalayas. By the end of 1954, Chinese claims on territories

which had never been in dispute with the Tibetans had become a highly

possible reality. Negotiations on this matter began in 1955, but no settle-
12

Sment was ever reached.

Massive United States military aid in 1953 and 1954 to Pakistan,

India's number one enemy at the time, brought India and China even closer.

The two nations became so close that China insisted on India's presence
13

in the solution of many Far Eastern problems like Korea and Indo-China.

In June 1954, Chou En-lai visited India and the two countries once again

reiterated and reaffirmed their friendship. This was followed by an even

bigger qvent- the Bandung Conference.

The Bandung Confernnce of independent Asitrn and African nations
14

in April 1955, marked the high water-mark of Sino-Indian friendship

and co-operation. This was another major international ivent where Nehru

successfully sold China into the Afro-Asian fraternity and was yet an-

other significant step by India in, pursuing friendship with China. The

final communique of the Afro-Asian conference at Bandung incorporated

the five principles of peaceful co-existence, which were the basis of

the 1954 agroement between India and China. While this was Pn important

event in the chrorology of Sino-Indian relations, it was also the last

major friendly event between the two.

Strangely enough, during 1957, a high-povered Chineae dnlegation

consisting of Marshals and Generals visited India. Despite all the bor-

ff 17
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der problems, this delegation was allowed by the Indian government to

visit every major military in3tallation in India, with orders to "show
15

them everything." Even such an outright show of friendship failed to

rally the declining Sino-Indian relationship, and to make matters worse,

border violations by the Chinese were beginning to come to the public's

attention in India; and the puhlic did not like what it heard.

DECLINE OF FRIENDSHIP

By 1956, the revolt against the Chinese occupation in Tibet, which

had started late in 1954, hae reached such proportions that China was

unable to keep the roads into Tibet from the east and the north open to

supply her garrisons in Tibet. In desperation, CMina decided to build

another r•od from Sinkiang province into Tibet through the sparsely popu-

lated western regions of Tibet. Engineer surveys showed that rather than

building this road through the Kunlun mountains of China, 500 miles would

be saved iF it wore routed t1rough the desolate Aksai Chin plateau of
16

India. The desolate Aksai Chin was generally uninhabited, end the Chi-

nese, probably expecting to build the road without being detected by the

Indian government, decided to take the gamble. .Now Chinese interests in

Tibet had taken precedence over relations with India.

The first public indications of potential trouble in Sino-Indian

relations because of the Aksai Chin issue came from reports of the Head
17

L•am of Ladakh, who visited Tibet in the early summer of 1957. he re-

ported finding evidencA of intensive rcad-building activity between Tibet

and Sinkiang province. A few months latur, Peking announced the completion

of a Tibet-Sinkiang road. This announcement was followed by the publica-

tion of a small-scale map giving a rough approximation of the route. The

I
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Indian Ambassador in Peking brought this map to the notice )f the Indian
18

authorities in September 1957. Tho Indion government had a strong sus-

picion that this road was built through Indian territory, and decided to

send two army reconnaissince patrols to the Aksai Chin after the winter

of 1957.

These patrols to the Aksai Chin left Kashmir in July 1958. One

detachment was captured by the Chinese frontier guards, but another was

able to carry out its mission, and New Delhi learned that Chinese troops

were firmly entrenched in the Aksai Chin. By now this news had reached

the public in India, and public opinion against India's woak bargains4 in the border issue was becoming mar' vocal.

On September 8, 1959, in a letter to Nehru, Chou En-lai claimed

that the border between India and China had never been demarcated, and

he insisted that in settling the problem, the historical background of

British aggression in China, during British rule in India, would have
19

to be taken into account. He also challenged the legality of the Mac-

Mahon Line which India had always claimed as the north-east border in

accordance with the Simla ronvention of 1914. Indian authorities finally

woke up to the unpleasant fact that it was not the Tibetans, but the

Chinese that had been rtnnijig Tibet's external affairs for the last

eight years.

Besides the Aksai Chin incident, in which an Indian Army patrol

was captured and detained by the Chinese, there was also one major incur-

sion in the Walong sector of NEFA. Despite these incidents, Nehru ap-

parently still hoped for a rapid turnaround in the deteriorating rela-

tions with China.

F5•
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On October 8, 1958, India sent a strong protest to Peking re-

affirming India's sovereignty in the Aksai Chin. In a reply dated Novem-

ber 3, 1958, the Chinese for the firat time positively and publicly as-
20

sorted their claim on the Aksai Chin. Now the Tibetan border with India

had finally como alive, and Sino-Indian relationship, which had headed

for an ultimate collision course since the Chinese invasion of Tibet in

1950, plunged to an all-time low.

By 1958 China had also performed an about-face in her foreign pol-

icy, and lost all interest in so-cslled"peaceful co-existence". She talked

and breathed fire, apparently willing to take the whole world in her

stride. Both internally and externally China adopted dogmatic policies

and prided herself as being a militant communist country. Internal con-

ditions, the stage of economic development, the requirement of national

interests as Peking saw them- all these produced a reappraisal of for-

eign policy. Thus a new hard, uncompromising line emerged. China got into

an increasingly bitter cor.troversy with the Soviets because the Chinese

were afraid that the Russias would make a deal with the United States

which would not be in their interests. It was India that had to pay an

especially heavy penalty by the change in China's foreign policy, and the

border had become the core of the problem.

An additional factor which fueled the deterioration in relations

was the flight of the Dalai Lamw and thousands of other Tibetans into

India as a result of the Tibetan uprising in the summer of 1959. This

evoked deep emotiuns in India where historical and cultural ties with

Tibet had been very intimate. The Indian people were deeply aroused over

the now widely reported ruthless suppression in Tibet, and the Chinese

were enraged over the political asylum and sympathy given to the Dalai 4

zo
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L•am and the Tibetan refugaes by India. All this served to intensify the

Sino-Indian uorder dispute and their relations suffered a further decline.

With the DalWi Lama safe in India, the hopes of the Tibetan people for

eventual freedom were kept alive, and a major propoganda defeat had been

inflicted on the Chinese. From this point on there was a steaily deterio-

"ration in relations between Peking and New Delhi.

The border crisis worsened, and all trade across 1t,-o-Tibetan

border was soon affected. From August to October 1959, tire W,,re three

serious border incidents between Indian and Chinese troops. The Indian

Prime Minister informed the Lok Shaba (the Lower House of Parliament)

about these incidents on August 28, 1959, and also mentioned that control

of the Indo-Tibetan border had been placed under Indian military authori-

ties. In September 1959, China laid formal claim to some 50,0300 square

miles of Indian territory in Ladakh and NEFA. By the end cf 1959, grow-

ing public demand in India for an extreme and absolute approach to the

border problem was seriously hindering Nehru's desperate attempts to seek

a negotiated settlement.

Sino-Indian relations were caught in a web that contained the most

sensitive issues of both nations. Public sentiment in India about the

border had turned it into a question of principle; India's national pride

was at stake. Similarly, the Aksai Chin road, which had been built to

maintain internal security in Tibet, had taken on significantly greater

importance in China's national defenses both in Tibet and in Sinkiang

province. The Chinese saw the strategic value of this highway becoming

increodingly greater as the relations with the Soviet Union deteriorated.

In short, China seemed commited to retain possession of the Aksai Chin
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at all costs.

With such divergent views in Indian and Chinese policies, the

return to normalcy in Sino-Indian relations was doomed. Thus, the quest

for peaceful co-existefnc, which India and China had propogated to the

world ifz 1954 was dead within five short years. The Indo-Tibetan border

which had not been of any great significance in 1950 had assumed new im-

portance for both India and China, and Sino-Indian relations which had

thrived as long as the border was not addressed, died quickly when the

border problem came into focus.

.' _ .
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION AND ANALYSIS

The Chinese invasion of Tibet in 1950 affected the regional sta-

bility of Central and South Asia, and it has and will continue to play

an important part in influencing events in this area. First, the Paople's

Republic of Mhina and India became involved in a border dispute that ap-

parently does not seem to have any workable solution unless both nations

are willing to grant concessions that even today are considered unthink-

able. Sacond, Tibet has assumed great strategic importance for the na-

tional security of China vis-a-vis India and the Soviet Union. Third, the

face of Tibet has been completely changed and it has been turned into a

military base. The possibility of turmoil within Tibet remains and cannot

be ruled out even after three decades of Chinese rule.

The 1962 war between India and China revealed the seriousness of

the border dispute that had its origin with the Chinese arrival in Tibet.

A border which had never been disputed for a thousand years suddenly sud-

denly became the core of the dispute when the Chinese troops arrived

there. Although the disputed areas were barren and sparsely populated,

there was much more involved than a few thousand square miles of cold

desert-like areas. To this date there has been no progress in settling

this dispute.

For India, it was and still is as issue of national pride and

sovereignty. The defeat she suffered at the hands of the Chinese in 1962

touched the most sensitive area of the national pride of India, and Indians

are still smarting from this humiliation. The compromise proposed by Chou

117
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En-lai, trading recognition of the Aksai Chin as Chinese in return for

Chinese recognition of the MacMahon Line as the border in the NEFA , still

stands, although. China has expressed its willingness to make up for the

loss of territory due tathis barter by exchanging territories of the NEFA

for those of Aksai Chin. India has consistently refused this propocal,

and insists that all of tha Aksai Chin must be returned to her...

The Chinese proposal has been viewed by Indian authorities as

politically impossible, primarily due to the domestic political instabi-

lity in India. With a strong government in India, the Chinese initiative

could possibly beer fruit, but India's increasingly strong ties with the4 Soviet Union has made the Chinese cautious and the Indians hesitant. Fur-

thermore, any compromise by India which results in the loss of even a

smell part of the Aksai Chin is bound to rekindle old animosities on the

part of the Indian public. Few political parties would want to risk their

political future on an old, yet smouldering issue.

For the Chinese, national defense and the Aksai Chin are very

closely linked and there can be no compromise in this area. China wants

and needs undisputed conrtrol over'the Aksai Chin highway. Over the last

theee decades this road has grown significantli more important for the

purpose of preserving Chinese interests in Tibet and Sinkiang Province.

The Aksai Chin road diversifies the supply routes to the Sino-Soviet bor-

der in the Sinkiang province Pnd is th-erefore of vital importance. Chi-

nese claims to the Aksai Chin are thus inextricably linked to the Sine-

Soviet dispute.

The strategic importance of Tibet has also grown tremendously over

the years and the Chinece are of course fully aware of this. The border

'AlI
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conflict with India roquires stationing and maintaining a huge force in

Tibet. As long as this dispute is not resolved, the Chinese army in Tibet

will remain in strength to defend areas of importance. The Chinese have

a great relative edge over the Indians in geographic position. Whereas

the Chinese army has to climb less than a few thousand feet to reach the

Himalayan passes leading into India, the Indians have to ascend three or

four times as much to reach the same passes. This would make a great dif-

ference in any fighting at these high altitudes.

On the conventional side it is estimated that China has anywhere

from 250,000 to 750,000 troops in Tibet, with nearly 200,000 of these

troops along the disputed border with India. With the road network she

has in Tibet, China can quickly reinforce as needed. Besides the road

network, China has over 20 airfields, over a dozen of them military air

bases, in Tibet, and these air bases are constantly being upgraded and

improved. ( See Map _X for the road network within Tibet.)

This hugo force in Tibet can be used as quick reinforcements to

Sinkiang in case of an escalation of the Sino-Soviet border dispute.

Troops going to Sinkiang from Tibet would be lese vulnerable to Soviet

air interdiction then those going through TainghaJ Province, which borders

Mongolia, a Soviet ally. Civen the choice, China wnuld like to place more

troops in Tibet if she could maintain them on this barren plateau. These

troops would act both as a fighting force along the extended Indo-Tibetan

border and at tha same time serve as a reserve force for Sinkiang.

Another factor, also related to the oscalation of Sino-Soviet ri-

valry, has increased the strategic importance of Tibet. In the late sixties

China moved her nuclear failities from Sinkiang Province to northern Tibet.
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They took this action to place Chinese nuclear facilities as far away as

possible from Soviet aircraft in Mongolia and the Sino-Soviet bre

regions. Reports indicate that the Chinese have placed their nuclear

facilities in a valley surrounded by high mountains which makes it more

difficult for the Soviets to attack them with bombs or missiles. Since

that move in the late sixties, northern Tibet has replaced Lop Nor in

Sinkiang as the center for China's nuclear testing facilities.

In the late seventies China deployed about a hundred of her me-

dium range nuclear missiles around the town of Rudok in western Tibet.

This location has insured that the same missiles would be capable of

striking targets in both in India and the Soviet Union. This action has

of course greatly perturbed the Indian government.

Since the Tibetan invasion, the Ch,1"ese have displaced over

100,000 Tibetans from Tibet, and the population of Tibet has been supple-

mented by an -equal number of Han Chinese immigrants who were encouraged

to move to Tibet. The Tibetans who live as refugees outside Tibet have,

whenever possible, engaged in subversive activities against the Chinese.

With their leader, the Dalai Lama, who someday expects to return to a

free Tibet, and a significant number of Tibetanib of the old order still

living outside Tibet, there is a great driving force seeking a free Tibet.

Similarly, a great number of old Tibetans still living within Tibet remain

ready ta seize any opportunity to rebel against the Chinese. In this re-

gard, the true loyalty of the younger generation of Tibetans remains do-

A batable.

FUJTURE TRENDS AND CONCLUSION

Within the last three decades, Tibet has emerged as an invaluable

V,
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part of China. China has filled the power vacuum in Tibet and decisively

broken Tibet's isolation. The immense efforts that the Chinese exerted

in building roads, constructing air fields, industrialization, economic

development and Han colonisation of Tibet suggests that the Chinese plan

to fully utilise the strategic advantages of Tibet to influence and pro-

ject their power into South and Central Asia. The Chinese have success-

fully demonstrated that Tibet can be used as the springboard for attack

south of the Himalayas if necessary. China enjoys a great advantage by

virtue of her position north of the Himalayas, and she would be less than

willing to quit that advantageous position.

China will continue to develop her industrial and logistical base

in Tibet and further increase her strategic advantages in relation to the

nations lying south of the Himalayas. This base will also serve as an

equally important springboard for sending troops to the Sino-Soviet bor-

der in the Sinkiang Province-- a valuable asset.

The Aksai Chin road is the lifeline of both Tibet and Sinkiang

Province during conflicts with either India or the Russians. Therefore

Chinese claims to the Aksai Chin will remain as rigid as ever. The possi-

bility of a settlement in the Sino-Indian bordeý dispute will remain low

as long as the Indian government refuses to barter the Akeai Chin for

areas in the NEFA. The ancient northarn route to Sinkiang Province through

Tsinghai Province, following the main Silk Route, proved insufficient for

the rapid movement of troops and supplies during the border clashes with

the Soviets, and the Aksal Chin road is the only road that removes this

serious deficit. China needs Tibet and will keep it at all ciosts.

The cherished dream that every Tibetan refugee has of seeing an
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independent Tibet governed by the Dalai Lama grows more remote by the

day. Some day, if the Dalai Lama and the multitude of Tibetan refugeeu

living in India do return to Tibet, they might easily find themselves as

a minority group within Tibet. With the establishment of a dynamic power

fueled by the People's Republic of China, the political and the military

situation in Tibet hae changed almost to the extent of no return.
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APPENDIX A

CONVENTION between Great Britain, China and Tibet - 1914

His Majesty the King of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Ireland and of the 'British Dominion8 beyond the Seas, Emperor of India,

His Excellency the President of the Republic of China, and His Holiness

the Dalai Lama of Tibet, being sincerely desirous to settle by mutual

agreement various questions concerning the interests of their several

States on the Continent of Asia, and further to regulate the relations

of their seves-al Governments, have resclved to conclude a Convention on

this subject and have nominated for this purpose their respective Pleni-

potentiaries, that is to say :

His Majesty the King of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Ireland and of the British Dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of India,

Sir Arthur Henry McMahon, Knight Grand Cross of the Royal Victorian Order,

Knight Commander of the Most Eminent Order of the Indian Empire, Compenion

of the Most Exalted Order of the Star of India, Secretary to the Govern-

ment of India, Foreign and Political Department;

His Excellency the Prs dent of the Republic of China, Monsieur

Ivan Chen, Officer of the Order of the Chia H 0;

His Holiness the Dalai Lama of Tibet, Lonchen Ga-den Shatra Pal-

jar Corje; who having communicated to each other their respective full

powers and finding them ýo be in good end due form have agreed upon and

concluded the following Convention in eleven Articles:-

Article 1
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The Conventions specified in the Schedule to the present Conven-

tion shall, except it) so far as they may have been modified by, or may

be inconsistent with or repugnant to, any of the provisions of the pro-

sent Convention, continue to be binding upon the High Contracting Parties.

Article 2

The Governments of Great Britain and China recognising that Tibet

is under the suzerainty of China, and recognising also the autonomy of

Outer Tibet, engage to respect the territorial integrity of the country,

and to abstain from interference in the administTation of Outer Tibet

(including the selection and installation of the Dalai Lama), which shall

remain in the hands of the Tibetan Government at Lhasa.

The Government of China engages not to convert Tibet into a Chi-

nese province. The Government of Great Britain engages not to annex Tibet

or any portion of it.

Article 3

Recognising the special interest of Great Britain, in virtue of

the geographical position of Tibet, in the existence of an effective

Tibetan Government, and in the maintainance of peace and order in the

neighbourhood of the frontiers of India and adjbining StatAs, the Govern-

ment of China engages, except as provided in Article 4 of this Convention,

not to send troops into Outer Tibet, nor to station civ.l or military

officers, not to establish Chinese colonies in the country. Should any

sukch troops or officials remain in Outer Tibet at the date of the signa-

ture of this Convention, they shall be withdrawn within a period not

exceeding three month".

The Government of Great Britain engages not to station military

nr civil officers in Tibet (except as provided in the Convention of
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September 7, 1904, between Great Britain and Tibet) nor troops (except

the Agents escorts), nor to esLablish colonies in that country.

Article 4

The foregoing Article shall rnot be held to preclude the continu-

ance of the arrangement by which, in the past, a Chinese high official

with suitable escort has been maintained at Lhasa, but it is hereby pro-

vided that the said escort shall in no circumstances exceed 300 men.

Article 5

The Governments of China and Tibet engage that they will not enter

I into any negotiations or agreements regarding Tibet with one another, or

with any other Power, excepting such negotiations and agreements between

Great Britain and Tibet as -ire provided for by the Convention of September

7, 1904, between Great Britain and Tibet and the Convention of April 27,

1906, between Great Britain and China.

Article 6

Article III of the Convention of April 27, 1906, between Great

Britain and China is hereby cancelled, and it is understood that in

Article IX (d) of the Convention of September 7, 1904, between Great

Britain and Tibet the term "Foreign Power" does not include China.

Not less favourable treatment shall be accorded to British co*-

merce than the commerce of China or the most favoured nation.

Article 7

(a) The Tibet Trade Regulations of 1893 and 1908 are hereby

cancelled.

(b) The Tibetan Government engages to negotiate with the 8ritish

Governamnt naw Trade Regulations for OUtter Tibet to give effect to Arti-

TRIM
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cles II, IV and V of the Convention of September 7, 1904, between Great

Britain and Tibet without delay; provided always that such Regulations

shall in no way modify the present Convention except with the consent of

the Chinese Government.

Article 6

STh- British Agent who resides at Gyantse may visit Lhasa with his

escort whenever it is necessary to consult with the Tibetan Government

regarding matters arising out of the Convention of September 7, 1904,

between Great Britain and Tibet, which it has been found impossible to

settle at Gyantse by correspondence or otherwise.

Article 9

For the purpose of the present Convention the borders of Tibet,

and the boundary between Outer and Inner Tibet, shall be as shown in red

and blue respectively on the map attached hereto.

Nothing in the present Convention shall be held to prejudice the

existing rights of the Tibetan Government in Inner Tibet, which include

the power to select and appoint the high priests of monasteries and to

retain full control in all matters affecting religious institutions.

Article 10

The English, Chinese and Tibetan texts of the present Convention

have been carefully examined and found to correspond, but in the event

of there being any difference of meaning between them the English text

shall be authoritative.

Article 11

The present Convention will take e7fect from the date of sign-

ature.

M ,
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In token whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed

and sealed this Convention, three copies in English, throe in Chinese

and three in Tibetan.

"Done at Simla this third day of July, A.D., one thousand nine

hundred and fourteen, corresponding with the Chinese date, the third day

of the seventh munth of the third year of the Republic, and the Tibetan

date, the tenth day of the fifth month of the Wood-Tiger year.

Initial of the Lonchen Shatra (Initialled)A.H.H.

Seal of the Seal of the

Lonchen Shatra British PlenipotentiMr

Schedule

1. Convention between Great Britain and China relating to Sikkim

and Tibet, signed at Calcutta the 17th March, 1890.

2. Convention between Great Britain and Tibet, signed at Lhasa

the 7th September 1904.

3. Convention between Great Britain and China respecting Tibet,

signed at Peking the 27th April 1906.

The notes exchanged are to the following effect:-

1. It is understood by the High Contracting Parties that Tibet

forms part of Chinese territory.

2. After tha selection and installation of the Dalai Lama by the

Tibetan Government, the latter will notify the installation to fth Chi-

nese Government whose representative at Lhasa will then formally communi-

cate to His Holiness the titles consistent with his dignity, which have

been conferred by the Chinese Government.

3. It is also undez-tood that tha selection and appointment of

all officers in Outer Tibet will rest with the Tibetan Governmert.

Iz
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4. Outer Tibet shall not be represenLed in the Chinese Parlia-

ment or in any other similar body.

5. It is understood that the escorts attached to the British

Trade Agencies in Tibet shall not exceed seventy-five per centum of the

escort to the Chinese Representative at Lhasa.

6. The Government of China is hereby released from its engage-

ments under Article III of the Convention of March 17, 1890, between

Great Britain and China to prevent acts of aggression from the Tibetan

side of the Tibet-Sikkim border.

7. The Chinese high official referred to in Article 4 will be

Ji free to enter Tibet as soon as the tearms of Article 3 have been fulfilled

to the satisfaction of representatives of the three signatories to this

Convention, who will investigate and report without delay.

Initial, of Lonchen Shatra. (Initialled) A.H.M.

Seal of the Lonchen Shatra. Seal of the British

Plenipotentiary.

T _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

J~
...........................................
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APPENDIX B

Notes exchanged between China and India in October 1950

India's Note of October 26

We have seen with great regret the report in the newspapers of an

official statement made in Peiping to the effect that "Peopl'a's Army units

have been ordered to advance into Tibet."

We have received no intimation of this from your Ambassador here

or from our Ambassador in Peiping.

We have been repeatedly assured of a desire by the Chinese Govern-

ment to settle the Tibetan problem by peaceful means and negotiations. In

an interview which India's Ambassador had recently with (China's) Vice

Foreign Minister, the latter, while reiterating the resolve of the Chi-

nese Government to "liberate" Tibet had expressed a continued desire to

do so by peaceful means.

We have informed the Chinese Government through our Ambassador

of the dscision of the Tibetan delegation to proceed to Peiping immedi-

ately to start negotiations. This delegation actually left Delhi yester-

day. In view of these facts the decision to order the advance of China's

troops into Tibet appears to us as most suprising and regretable.

We realise there has been a delay in the Tibetan delegation pro-

ceeding to Peiping. This delay was crused in the first instance by an

inability to obtain visas for Hong Kong for which the delegation is in

no way responsible.

Subsequently the delegation came back to Delhi beoause of the

wish of the Chinese Government that preliminary negotiations shQuld first

4,1iffl IM V '
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be conducted in Delhi with the Chinese Ambassador.

Owing to the lack of knowledge on the part of the Tibetan delega-

tion of dealing with other countries and the necessity of obtaining ins-

tructions from their Government who in turn had to conoult their Assem-

blies, certain further delay took place.

The Government of India does not believe that any foreign influ-

ences hostile to China have been responsible for the delay in the delega-

tion's departure.

Now that the invasion of Tibet has been ordered by the Chinese

Government, peaceful negotiations can hardly be synchronized with it and

these naturally will be fear on the part of Tibetani that negotiations

will be under duress. In the present context of world events, invasion by

Chinese troops of Tibet cannot but be regarded as deplorable and in the

considered judgment of the Government of India, not in the interest of

China or peace.

The Government of India can only express their deep regret that

in spite of friendly disinterested advice repeatedly tendered by them the

Chinese Government should have decided to seek the solution of the prob-

lems of their relations with Tibet by force instead of by the slower and

moae enduring method of peaceful approach.

China's reply of October 29

The Central People's Government of the People's Republic of Chins

would like to make it cleart

Tibet is an integral part of Chinese territory. The problem of

Tibet is entirely the domestic problem of China. Yhe Chinese People's

Liberation Army must enter Tibet, liberate the Tibetan people and defend

the frontiers of China. This is the resolved policy of the Central People's

S ..
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Government.

The Central People's Government has repeatedly expressed hope

that thie problem of Tibet may be solved by peaceful negotiations and it

welcomes, therefore, the delegation of local authorities of Tibet to come

to Peiping at an early date to proceed with peaceful negotiations.

Yet the Tibetan delegation, under outside instigation, has inten-

tionally delayed the date of its departure for Peiping. The Central Peo-

ple's Government, however, has not abandoned its desire to proceed with

peaceful negotiations.

But regardless of whether the local authorities of Tibet wish to

proceed with peace negotiations end whatever the results may be achieved

by negotiations, the problem of Tibet is a domestic problem of the Peo-

ple's Republic of China and no foreign interference shall be tolerated.

The particular problem of Tibet and the problem of the participation of

the People's Republic of China in the United Nations are two entirely

unrelated problems.

Therefore with regard to the viewpoint of the Government of India

on what it regards as deplorable, the Central People's Governmernt of the

People's Republic of China cannot but consider it as having been affected

by foreign influences hostile to China in Tibet and henoe expresses its

deep regret.

India's note of October 31

(1)

Ihdia's Ambassador at Peiping has transmitted to the Government

of India a note handed to him by the Vice Foreign Minister of the Peo-

pie's Republic of China on October 30. The Government of India have

read with amazement the statemant in the last paragraph of the Chinese

- W
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Government's reply that the Government of India's representation to 'them

was affected by foreign influence hostile to China and categorically

repudiate it.

At no time has any foreign influence been brought to bear upon

India in regard to Tibet. In this, as in other matters, the Government

of India's policy has been entirely independent and directed solely

towards the peaceful settlement of international disputes and avoidance

of anything calculated to increase the present deplorable tensions of

the world.

(2)

The Government of China is equally mistaken in thinking the

Tibetan delegation's departure for Peiping was delayed by outside insti-

gation. In previous communications, the Government of India have explained

at some length the reason why the Tibetan delegation could not proceed to

Peiping earlier. They are convinced there has been no possibility of

foreign instigation.

(3)

It is with no desire to interfere or gain any advantage that the

Government of India have sought earnestly that ý settlement of the Tibetan

problem should be affected by peaceful negotiations adjusting the legiti-

mate Tibetan claim to autonomy within the framework of Chinese suzerainty.

Tibetan autonomy is a fact uhich, judging from reports they have received

from other sources, the Chinese Government were themselves willing to

recognize and foster.

The Goverment of India's repeated suggestions that Chinese

suzerainty in Tibet autonomy should be reconciled by peaceful negotia-

tion was not, a the Chinese Government seems to suggest, but well-meant
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advice by a friendly government which has a natural interest in the solu-

tion of .problems concerning its neighbours by peaceful methods.

(4)

Wedded as they are to the ways of peace, the Government of India

had been gratified to learn that the Chinese Government were also desir-

ous to effect a settlement in Tibet through peaceful negotiations. Be-

cause of this, the Government of India advised the Tibetan Government to

send their delegation to Peiping, and were glad that this advise was

accepted in the interchange of communications which have been taking

place between the Government of India and the Government of China, and

the former had received repeated assurances that peaceful settlement was

aitmd at.

In the circumstances, the surprise of the Government of India was

all the greater when it learned that military operations had been under-

taken by the Chinese Government against peaceful people. There had been

no allegation that there had been any provocation, or any report as to

non-peaceful methods on the part of the Tibetans. Hence there was no

justification whatever for such military operations against them. Such a

step, involving an attempt to impose a decision-by force, could not pos-

sibly be reconciled with a peaceful settlement. In view of these develop-

ments, the Government of India are no longer in a position to advise the

Tibetan delegation to proceed to Peiping unless the Chinese Government

think it fit to order their troops to halt their advance into Tibet and

thus give a chance for peaceful negotiations.

(5)

Every step that the Government of India has taken in recent monthE

has been to check the drift to war all over the world. In so doing they
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often have been misunderstood and criticized, but they adhered to their

policy regardless of the displeasure of great nations. They cannot help

thinking that military operations by the Chinese .Government against Tibet

have greatly added to the tensions of the world and to the drift towards

general war, which they are sure the Government of China also wish to

avoid.

(6)

The Government of India have repeatedly made it clear that they
have no political or territorial ambitions as to Tibet and do not seek

any novel privileged position for themselves or for their nationals in

STibet. At the same time, they pointed out, certain rights have grown out

of usage and agreements which are natural between neighbours with close

cultural and commercial relations.

These relations have found expression in the presence of an agent

of the Government of India in Lhasa, the existence of trade agencies at

Gyantse and Yatung, and the maintenance of post and telegraph offices at

the trade route up to Gyantse over forty years. The Government of India

are anxious that these establishments, which are to the mutual interest

of India and Tibet and do not detract in any way from Chinese suzerainty

over Tibet, should continue. The personnel at the Lhasa mission and the

agencies at Gyantse and Yatung accordingly have been instructed to stay

at their posts.

(7)

It has been the basic policy of the Government of India to work

for friendly relations between India and China, both countries recognising

each other's sovereignty, territorial integrity, and mutual interests

Recent developments in Tibet have affected these friendly rela-
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tiions and the interest of p- ce all over the world; this the Government

of India deeply regrets.

In conclusion, the Government of India can only express their

earnest hope that the Chinese Government will still prefer the nmthod of

peaceful negotiation and settlement to a solution under duress wid by

force.

ii
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APPENDIX C

AGREEMENT ON MEASURES FOR THE

PEACEFUL LIBERATION OF TIBET

(17-Point Agreement of May 23, 1951)

The Tibetan nationality is one of the nationalities with a long

history within the boundaries of China and, like many other nationalities

it has done its glorious duty in the course of the creation and develop-

ment of the great Motherland. But, over the last 100 years or more, impe-

rialist forces penetrated into China and in consequence also penetrated

into the Tibetan region and carried out all kinds of deceptions and pro-

vocations. Like previous reactionary Governments, the Kuomintang reaction-

ary Government continued to carry out a policy of oppression and sowing

dissension among the nationalities, causing division and disunity among

the Tibetan people. The local government of Tibet did not oppose the impe-

rialist deception and provocation and adopted an unpatriotic attitude

towards the great Motherland. Under such conditions the Tibetan national-

ity and people were plunged into the depths of enslavement and sufferings.

In 1949 basic victory was achieved on a nation-wide scale in the Chinese

people's war of liberation; the common domestic enemy of all nationalities-

the Kuomintang reactionary Government- was overthrown and the common for-

eign enemy of all nationalities- the aggressive imperialist forces- was

driven out. On this basis the founding of the Chinese People's Government

(CPG) was announced.

In accordance with the Common Programme paused by the Chinese

7 - '
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People's Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC), the CPG declared that

all nationalities within the boundaries of the CPR are equal and that

they shall establish unity and mutual aid and opposed imperialism and

K! their own public enemies, so that the CPR will become a big family of

fraternity and cooperation, composed of all its nationalities. Within the

big family of all nationalities of the CPR, national regional autonomy

shall be exercised in areas where national minorities shall have freedom

to develop their spoken and written languages and to preserve or reform

their customs, habits and religious beliefs, and the CPG shall assist all

national minorities to develop their political, economic, cultural and

educational construction work. Since then, all nationalities within the

country- with the exception of those in the areas of Tibet and Taiwan

have gaihed liberation. Under the unified leadership of the CPG and the

direct leadership of higher levels of people's governments, all national

minorities hav3 fully enjoyed the right of national equality and have

exercised, or are exercising, national regional autonomy.

In order that the influences of aggressive imperialist forces in

Tibet might be successfully eliminated, the unification of the territor-/

and sovereignty of the CPR accomplished, and national defence safeguarded;

in order that the Tibetan nationality and people might be freed and re-

turn to the big family of the CPR to enjoy the same rights of national

equality as all other nationalities in the country and develop their

political, economic, cultlral and educational work, the CPR, when it

ordered the People's Liberation Army (PLA) to march into Tibet, notified

the local government of Tibet to send delegates to the central authori-

ties to conduct talks for the conclusion of an agreement on measures for

the peaceful liberation of Tibet. In the latter part of April 1951 the

7T,
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delegates with full powers of the local government of Tibet arrived in

Peking. The CPG appointed representatives with full powers of the local

guvernment of Tibet. As a result of the talks both parties agreed to

establish this agreement and ensure that it be carried into effect.

(1) The Tibetan people shall unite and drive out imperialist

aggressive forces from Tibet; the Tibetan people shall return to the big

family of the Motherland- the People's Republic of China.

(2) The local government of Tibet shall actively assist the PLA

to enter Tibet and consolidate the national defences.

(3) In accordance with thu policy towards nationalities laid

down in the Common Programme of the CPPCC, the Tibetan people have the

right of excersing national regional autonomy under the unified leader-

ship of the CPG.

(4) The central authorities will not alter the existing politi-

cal system in Tibet. The central authorities also will not alter the

established status, functions and power of the Dalai Lama. Officials of

various ranks shall hold office as usual.

(5) The established status, functions and powers of the Panchen

Ngoerhtehni shall be maintained.

(6) By established status, fNictions ar powers of the Dalai

Lama and of the Panchen Ngoerhtehni are meant the status, functions and

powers of the thirteenth Dalai Lama and of the ninth Panchen Ngoerhtehni

when they were in friendly and amicuble relations with each other.

(7) The policy of freedom of religious belief laid down in the

Common Programme of the CPPCC shall be carried out. The religious beliefs,

customs and habits of the Tibetan people shall be respected and lama

monasteries shall be protected. The central authorities will not effect J
Il '
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a change in the income of the unaesteries.

(8) Tibetan troops shall be reorganised step by step into the

PLA and become a part of the national defence forces of the CPR.

(9) The spoken and written language and school education of the

Tibetan nationality shall be developed step by stop in accordance with

tUh actual conditions in Tibet.

(10) Tibetan agriculture, livestock-raising, industry aid com-

merce shall be developed step by step and the people's livelihood shall

be improved step by step in accordance with the actual conditions in

Tibet.

14e (11) In matters related to various reforms in Tibet, there will

be no compulsion on the part of the central authorities. The local govern-

ment of Tibet Thould carry out reforms of its own accord, and, when the

people raise dbmands for reforms, they shall be settled by means of con-

sultation with the leading personnel in Tibet.

(12) In so far &s former pro-imperialist and pro-Kuomintang

officials resolutely sever relations with imperialism and the Kuomintang

and do not engage in sabotage or resistance, they may continue to hold

office irrespective of their past.

(13) The PLA entering Tibet shall abide by all the above men-

tioned policies and shall also be fair in all buying and selling and

sha4l not arbitrarily take a needle or thread from the people.

(14) The CPG shall have centralised handling of all external

affairs of the areas of Tibet; and there will be peaceful co-existence

with neighbouring countries and establishment and development of fair

commercial and trading relations with them on the basis of equality,

mutual benefit and mutual respect for territory and sovereignty.
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(15) In order to ensure the implementation of this agreement,

the CPG shall set up a Military and Administrative Committee and a Mili-

tary Area HQ in Tibet and- apart from the personnel sent there by the

CPG- shall absorb as many local Tibetan personnel as possible to take

part in the work. Local Tibetan personnel taking part in the Military

and Administrative Committee may include patriotic elements from the

local government of Tibet, various districts and various principal monas-

teries; the name-list *hall be set forth after consultation between the

representatives designated by the CPG and various quarters concerned and

shall be submitted to the CPG for appointment.

(16) Funds needed by the Military and Administrative Committee,

the Military Area HQ and the PLA entering Tibet shall be provided by the

CPG. The local government of Tibet should assist the PLA in the purchase

and transport of food, fodder and other daily necessities.

(17) This agreement shall come into force immediately after

signature and seals are affixed to it.

Signed and sealed by delegates of the CPG with full powers: Chief

Delegate- Li Wei-f4an (Chairman of the Commission of Nationalities Affairs);

Delegates- Chang Ching-wu, Chang Kuo-hus, Sun Chih-yuan. Delegates with

full powers of the local government of Tibet: Chief Delegate- Kaloon

Ngabou Ngawang Jigme (Ngabo Shape); Delegates- Dazasak Khemey Sonam Wangdi,

Khentrung Thupten Tenthar, Khenchung Thupten Lekmuun, Rimshi Samposey

Tenzin Thundup. Peking, 23rd May, 1951.
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APPENDIX D

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE REPUBLIC OF INDIA AND THE

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA O3N TRADE AND INTERCOURSE

BETWEEN TIBET REGION OF CHINA AND INDIA

(Sine-Indian Agreement, April 29, 1954)

The Government of the Republic of India and the Central People's

Government of the People's Republic of China. Being desirous of promoting

trade and cultural intercour•s between the Tibet Region of China and

India and of facilitating pilgrimage and travel by the peoples of China

and India.

Have resolved to enter into the present Agreement based on the

following principles:

(1) mutual respect of each other's territorial integrity and

sovereignty•,

(2) mutual non-a•gression,

(3) mutual nan-interference in each other's internal affairs,

(4) equality mad mutual benefit, and

(5) peaceful co-existence.

And for this purpose have appointed as their respective Plenipo-

tentiaries:

The Government of the Republic of India, H.E.Nedyam Rae~iven,

Ambassador Extraordinary mad Plenipotentiary of India accredited ýo the

People's Republic of China; the Central People's Govevnment of the People's

Republic of China, H.E.Chang HMan-fu, Vice-Ainister of Foreigi Affairs of

the Central People's Government, who, having examined each other's cre-
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dentisls end finding them in good and due ?orms hove agreed upon the

following:-

ARTICLE I

The High C~otracting Parties mutually agree to establish Trade

Agencies:

(1) The Government of India agress that the Governeant of China

may establish Trade Agencies at New Delhi, Calcutta and Kalimpong.

(2) The Government of China agrees that the Government of India

may establish Trade Agencies at Yatung, Gyantse and Gartok.

The Trade Agencies of both Parties shell be accorded the seaw

status and seam treatment. The Trade Agents of both Parties shell enjoy

freedom from arrest while exercising their functions, and shall enjoy in

respect of themselves, their wives and children who are dependent on them

for livelihood freedom from s•arch.

The Trade Agencie, of both Parties shall enjoy the privileges and

imunities for couriers, mail-begs and comunuications in code.

ARTICLE II

The High Contracting Portien agree that traders of both countries

knowm to be customrily and specifically angaged in trade between Tibet

Region of China and India may trade at the following placeaL

(1) The Governmnt of China agrees to specify (1) Yetung, (2)

Gymntse and (3) Phari as markets for trade, The Government of India ag-

ree that trade may be carried on in India, including places like (1)

Kaliupong, (2) SJ.liguri and (3) Calcutta, ordinary to customary practice.

(2) The Government of' China agrees to specify (1) Gatoak, (2)

Pulaichun (Taklakot), (3) Gyuiia-4Oargo, (4) Gyanima-Chakra, (5) Rurs,

J:
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(6) Dongbr., (7) Puling-Sumwo, (8) Nara, (9) Sbangts and (10) Thasigang

as makets for trado; the Government of India agrees that in futuret, ien

in cordance with the developmet and need of trade between the Ari Dis-

trict of Tibet Region of China and India, it has become necessary to spe-

i cify markets tor trade in the corresponding district in India adjacent to

the Ari District of Tibet Region of Chins, it will be prnepared to consider

an the basis equality and reciprocity to do so.

ARTICLE III

The High Contracting Parties agree that pilgrimage by religious

believers of the two countries shell be carried on in acordnce with the

following pr*vUions:-

(1) Pilgrims frmx India of Lamaiat,, Hindu and Buddhihst faiths

may visit Kang Rimpoche (Kailas) and Haven Too (Nuasarovar) in Tibet

(eg ioini iof ph, (n accornce with cuspsm.

(2) Pilgrims fro Tibet Region of China of Loasit and 8xkddiat

Binth8 may visit ( eimp, Sadth, Gaya ad Sa in India) in aucorpance

with tustol.

(3) Pilgrim customarily visiting Lthsa may continue iodo so

in a.cordace with custom.

S' ARTICLE IV

' "Tradar and pilgriam of both countries way travel by the follow-

ilng pam and routat

(1) s~ti La pass, (2) Nunn po,. (3) iti, paw, (41 Kungi

81ngri pow, (5) Dam pan, and (6) Lipu Lakh pow.

Alm,, the csomary rmtu loadi~lng to, Ta•:Lgung along the valley

of the Shangstsen• (Xios) River may continue to be trversd in acr
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ARTICLE V

For travelling across th' border, the High CojTrscting Parties

agree that diplomatic personnel, officials and nationals of the two coun-

tries shall hold passports issued by their own repectivo countries and

visaed by the other Party except as provided in Paragraph 1, 2, 3 and 4

of this Article.

(1) Traders of both countries known to be cuptowrily and speci-

fically engaged in trade between Tibet.Region of China and India, their

wives end children who are-dependnt on them for livelihood and their

attendants will be allowed entry for purposes of trade into India or

Tibet Region of China, as the case may be, in accordance with custom on

the production of certificates duly issued by the local government of

their om country or by its duly authorised agents and examined by the

border check-posts of the other Party.

(2) Inhabitants of the border districts of the two countries who

cross the border to carry on petty trade or to visit friends and relatives

may proceed to the border districts of the other Party as they have cus-

tomarily done heretofore and need not be restrictod to the passes and

route specified in Article IV above and shall rot be required to hold

passports, vima or permits.

(3) Porters and oule-team drivers of the two countries who crose

the border to perform necessary transportation services ned not hold

passports issued by their own country, but shall only hold certificates

good for a definite period of tis (three .mnth, half a year or one year)

duly issued by tn local government of their own country or by its duly

authorised agents and produce them for registration at the border check-

poeta of the other Party.
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(4) Pilgrim of both countries need not carry documents of cer-

tification but shall register at the border checkposts of the other Party

and receive a permit for pilgrimage.

(5) Notwithstanding the provisions of the foregoing paragraphs

of this Article, either Governmnt may refuse entry to any particular

person

(6) Persons who enter the territory of the other Party in accor-

dane& with the foregoing paragraphs of this Article may stay within its

territory only complying with the procedures specified by the other Party.

ARTICLE VI

The present Agreement shall cown into effect upon ratification

by both Governments and shall remain in force for eight (8) years. Exten-

sian of the present Agreement may be negotiated by the two Parties if

either Party requests for it six (6) months prior to the expiry of the

Agreemnt end the request is agreed to by the other Party.

Done in duplicate in Peking on the twenty-ninth day of April,

1954, in the Hindi, Chinea and English languages, all texts being equally

valid.

(Sd.) Nedyam Raghavan (id.) Chang Iiom-fu

Plenipotentiary of the Plenipotantiary of the

Governmint of the Central People's

Republic of India Government, People's

%public of China

S.• .. ... .. . .... .. . . . ,,, , -• • ... ,- .• :*1



NOTE

Peking, April 29, 1954

Your E•xcellency Mr. Vice-Foreign Minister,

"In the course of our discusaions regarding the Agreement on Trade

"mad Intercourse Between the Tibet Region of China mad India, which has

been happily concluded today, the Delegation of the Government of the

Republic of India and the Delegation of the Governmnt of the People's

Republic of China agreed that certain matters be regulated by an exchange

of Notes. In pursuance of this understanding, it is hereby agreed between

the two Governments as follows:-

(1) The Governwl•at of India will be plead to withdraw comple-

tely within six (6) months from date of exchange of the present notes the

military escorts now syationed at Yatung and Gyantse in Tibet Region of

China. The Government of China will render facilities and assistance in

such withdrawaL.

(2) The Governmn t of India will be pleased to hand over to the

Government of China at a reasonable price the postal, telegraph wud pub-

lic telephone services together with their equipment operated by the

Government of India in Tibet Region of China. The concrete measures in

this regard will be decided upon through further negotiations between the

Indian Embusy in China and the Foreign Ministry of China, which shall

start imuxiiately after the exchange of the present notes.

(3) Tha Government of India will be pleased to hand over to the

Government of China at a reasonable price the twelve (12) rest houses of

the Governm•nt of India in Tibet Region of China. The concrete measures

in tthis regard will be d*rided upon through further negotiations between

I -,
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the Indian Embassy in China and the Foreign Ninistry of China, which

shall start immediately after the exchange of the present notes. The

Government of China agrees that they shall continue as rest houses.

(4) The Government of China agres that all buildings within the

compound wells of the Trade Agencies of the Government of India at Yatung

and Gyantse in Tibet Region of China may be retained by the Government of

India. The Government of India my continue to lease the land within its

Agency compound walls from the Chinese side. And the Government of India

agrees that the Trade Agencies of the Government of China at Kalimpong

and Calcutta may lease lands from the Indian side for the use of the

Agencies and construct buildings thereon. The Government of China will

render every possible assistance for housing the Indian Trade Agency at

Gaztok. The Government of India will also render every possible assist-

ance for housing the Chinese Trade Agency at New Delhi.

(5) The Government of India will be pleased to return to the

Government 6f China all lands used or occupied by the Government of India

other than the lands within its Trade Agency compound walls at Yatung.

If there are godowns and buildings of the Government of India on

the above-mentioned lands used or occupied and to be returned by the

Government of India and if traders have stores, godowns or buildings an

the above-mentioned lands so that there is a need to continue leaing

ILida, the Governmnt of China agrees to sign contracts with the Govern-

mont of India or Indian traders, as the case way be, for leasing to them

those parts of the lond occupied by the said godowns, buildings or stores

and pertaining thereto.

(6) The Trade Agents of both Parties may, in accorlance with the
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Slaws and regulations of the local governments, have access to their na-
tionals involved in civil or criinal cuaes.

(7) The Trade Agents and traders of both countries may hire

employees in the locality.

(8) The hospitals of the India Trade Agencies at Gyantse and

Yatung will continue to serve per%=nne of the Indian Trad Agencies.

(9) Each Government shall protect the person and property of the

traders and pilgrims of the other country.

(10) The Government of China agrees, so far as possible, to cons-

truct rest houses for the use of pilgrims along the route from Pulan-

chung (Taklakot) to Kan Rlwpoche (Kailas) and Movam Too (Manaserover);

and the Government of India agrees to place all possible facilities in

India at the disposal of pilgrims.

(11) Traders mnd pilgrims of both countries shall have Uhm faci-

lity of hiring moans of transportation at normal mnd reasonable rates.

(12) The three Trade Agencies of each Party may function through.

out the year.

(13) Traders of each country may rent buildings and godowns in

accordanea with local regulations in places undir the jurisdiction of the

other Party.

(14) Traders of both countries may carry on normal trade in

accordance with local regulations at places as provided in Article II of

the Agreement.

(15) Di•putes between trsdeze of both countries over debts and

claim shall be handled in mccordance with local laws and regulations.

On behalf of the Government of the sRepublic of India I hereby

-ag. that the present Note along with Your Excellency'a reply shall
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becmae an agreement between our two Governmskts which shall cams into

force upon the exchange of the present Notes.

I avail Wyself of this opportunity to express to Your Excellency

,. Vice-Foreign Minister, the assuraces of ny highest consideration.

His Excellency Mr. hang Han-fu (Sd.) N. Raghavan

Vice-Minister of Foreign Affairs Ambassador Extraordinary

Central People's Governmnt, mid Plenipotentiary of

People' s Republic of China the Republic of India

* 4
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